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Power UP Your Dialogue™ for Self Mastery 
The Natural Selling Solution 

 
WELCOME!   
 

I’m Michael Oliver, Founder and Originator of Natural Selling.. the Author of How to Build 
your business without fear anxiety or losing your friends, and also the author of the 
magic and power of dialogue… and I’m pleased to personally introduce you to this audio 
program, one of the Power Up Your Dialogue audio Series. 

Please listen carefully to this introduction as it will help you accelerate your learning and 
understanding of the material you are going to hear and make it more practical and 
meaningful. 
 
The Power Up Your Dialogue Audio Series I’ve created for you, are a unique ‘Fly On 
The Wall’ perspective of a whole range of different Dialogue role plays drawn from my 
LIVE Tele-Classes.  
 
They are tailored specifically for different situations you find yourself in everyday with 
people, that present themselves as great opportunities to open Dialogues… Dialogues 
that will allow both you and the person you’re talking with to discover if they have the 
types of problems you can help them solve with your business opportunity or products.  
 
These situations include talking with friends, calling leads, speaking with business 
associates, addressing people’s concerns and many more. 
 
Listening to these different examples of Dialogues, will help you understand how to 
connect more effectively and comfortably with people, so that instead of using 
conventional selling techniques based on trying to persuade people to do what you want 
them to, you’ll be using Dialogue that will help you to help them to naturally persuade 
themselves, if it’s appropriate to do so.  
 
The reason I say “if it’s appropriate to do so”, is that not everyone will be ready to make 
a change right now, and perhaps never will… so accept that and let go or detach from 
your need to make them do otherwise. This detachment is an essential part of the 
dialogue process… it’s an attractive energy that people pick up on, which will draw them 
to you and bring YOU an inner confidence and peace. 
 
To get the most out of what you are going to hear, learn and take action on, it will help 
you to be familiar with the core principles of ‘Natural Selling’ that are explained in my 
Natural Selling - Home Study Course called…. 
 
‘How to Build Your Business Without Fear, Anxiety or Losing Your Friends!’ 
 
If you haven’t yet taken the opportunity of reading and listening to this course I strongly 
urge you do so. You can get all the details from my website, www.naturalselling.com 

 
While there register for my free ezine… each week you will receive powerful Dialogue 
sales tips to help you continue to expand your dialogue skills. 

http://www.naturalselling.com/
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Also… have a pencil and paper handy to make a note of this next link. It’s a free 
download of the Dialogue Framework chart. You can use this chart while listening to the 
Dialogue’s on these audios. It will give you a picture of the different types of questions 
being asked and why they are asked. 
 
The link to go to is www.naturalselling.com/download.html... I’ll repeat that 

 
Over the many years of my professional selling career, What I’ve discovered is, that 
there are critical distinctions between the conventional selling techniques and systems 
that are designed to persuade people to do what you want them to do... techniques that 
make most people resistant to you and what you have to offer…which is why you then 
have to learn further techniques to handle the resistance… 
 
….And what I call Natural Selling, which comes from using Dialogue and an inner desire 
to help people and let them persuade themselves… without using persuasion, so that 
people trust you and are open to you and what you have to offer. 
 
And… it's a distinction that will allow you to eliminate the personal discomfort and lack of 
desire and fear that you might have talking with people about your business or products 
...and get you the results  you and your potential partners are looking for, faster, easier 
and with less effort. 
 
How would you feel if you could do all of that??? Create the income and freedom you 
desire AND have a strong downline and customer base that kept growing and didn’t 
keep disappearing?!!!!! 
 
Well you can! It’s just a matter of changing the way you think and the way you 
communicate with people… and you can do this through applying what I call the magic 
and power of dialogue. 
 
What you’ll find is that 3 things will happen… 
 

1. You'll eliminate any fear you might have of being rejected or getting objections or 
not knowing what to say… because by changing the way you think and the way 
you talk with people, people will change the way they respond to you, by being 
attracted to you instead of resisting you…and trusting you instead of doubting 
you. 

 
As a result of the first… you’ll… 

 
2. Your business will grow much faster with a strong, motivated and powerful down 

line and customer base that will give you Solid Long-term Results in your 
Business.  

 
3. You’ll have a sense of inner confidence and fulfillment that comes from a 

knowing… a knowing that it’s not about being understood, it’s about 
understanding first. 

 
So what is Dialogue? 
 

http://www.naturalselling.com/download.html
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The true nature of dialogue in Natural Selling is the ability to suspend your own needs 
while concentrating on the needs of others… and to create a safe space to 
collaboratively work toward a mutually agreeable solution. It’s also about allowing others 
to come to their own natural logical conclusions. 
 
So how do you do this? Well, as you listen to the role plays I would like you concentrate 
on 3 themes or ideas… 
 
First it’s essential your intention or your Purpose is focused on helping others. Secondly 
you do this, through the process of discovery…and thirdly…by suspending, or detaching 
or letting go of your own needs or personal agenda.  
 
I’ll explore all 3 with you and what this means. 
 
Your Intention or Purpose.  
 
This is to do with your reason for being in business. 
 
You have two choices. You can either decide that your business is about you and getting 
what you want, using whatever techniques you can to achieve what I call your Personal 
Agenda, or you can come from a place of Purpose and decide that your business is 
about helping others get what they want first so that you will naturally get what you want. 
 
There is a big distinction between the two. 
 
Natural Selling is about selling on Purpose, and that the purpose of a business is to 
simply help other people solve their problems. This is what I mean when I say that your 
business is all about them and not about you, and that you can get anything you want if 
you know how to help enough people get what they want. 
 
You can test the truth of this right now. Ask yourself this. If your business can’t help 
someone solve a problem, or resolve a need, is there any reason for them to do 
business with you? No. So again, it’s first and foremost, all about them! 
 
However, you don’t just forget about your own personal reasons for being in business, 
it’s important you realize your own dreams and destiny.  
 
Having done both approaches successfully, I’ve discovered it takes far less effort, is far 
more rewarding both financially and for my soul to focus on being on purpose first. The 
Personal Agenda gets achieved more often as it’s a natural result of the process… just 
as rejection is a natural result of the process of attempting to achieve your personal 
agenda by taking the conventional selling route. 
 
Let’s look at what I call the Process of Discovery. 
 
I like to call this a process of mutual discovery, because both of you are finding out about 
each other. 
 
Well, Instead of taking the conventional sales approach of trying to get your needs met 
by persuading people to do something you want them to do… such as making a sale by 
jumping in too soon and telling or persuading them how your products and business 
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opportunity will soon take care of their money or health problems, or your company isn’t 
like the other company they worked with…or persuading them to look at a website or 
listen to recorded sales pitch, come to a meeting… approaches that for most people are 
uncomfortable, and time consuming and not very rewarding for you… with the usual 
outcome of rejection, objections…. 
 
..Instead… change your focus and simply discover if there is a sale to be made in the 
first place…! Or to put it into Natural Selling terms, to discover if the person you’re 
talking with has the types of problems your solution is designed to solve. 
 
You’re listening for 3 things… and if you want to get attached to something, get attached 
to these and forget about attempting to make someone do something… 
 

First, as I mentioned, does she or he have the types of problems your solutions are 
designed to solve, and if they do,  
 
Secondly, what are those problems, why she or he wants to change their present 
circumstances and how deeply are they felt… and  
 
Thirdly... to what degree are they prepared to make a change.  

 
And you do this by asking questions, listening and feedback… which are the mechanics 
of Dialogue. 
 
When you’re satisfied the 3 criteria have been met… it’s then and only then you 
transition into opening the door and spend time talking about the potential possibility that 
you can be of help by talking about your solutions. 
 
Let’s look at the power behind each of these 3 qualifying criteria independently… 
 

1. Whether the person you are talking with has the types of problems you can help 
them solve, such as the need for money, time, freedom, health and so on. Just 
as importantly….you’re looking for what they don’t want. I talk about this in detail 
in my HSC. 

 
However, when you hear people talk about their need for money, time, freedom 
and good health please be aware that this is usually not the problem! These are 
merely the symptoms of much deeper problems that are causing the lack of 
money, time, freedom and good health… and if you jump in too soon with your 
solutions and attempt to solve these symptoms and not get down to the causes, 
you’re in danger of falling into the trap of turning people off and getting an 
unhealthy dose of high rejection! 
 
You’re also in danger of prescribing the wrong solution.  
 
Here is a personal example of what I mean by prescribing the wrong solution. I 
while ago I had been doing a lot of writing and was experiencing, stiffness and 
pain in one of my arms and decided to see the doctor. 
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I suspected that the discomfort was the result of a ski injury many years ago… a 
slightly dislocated shoulder… that I had not rehabilitated correctly, and I told the 
doctor this. 
 
He then asked me about 3 questions and prescribed some cream to be rubbed 
into the shoulder area and upper arms with the comment, “That should take care 
of it!”. 
 
I immediately felt uncomfortable and a little tense with this solution and meditated 
on this for a moment. I then worked out he had not spent enough time finding 
more about what was behind the pain and stiffness and that there had to be a 
better solution than cream. In other words, it looked as if he was addressing the 
symptoms of my problem and not the cause of it. 
 
So using my dialogue skills in reverse, I asked him what the cream was for, to 
which he replied, it was for easing the inflammation and the discomfort. Well, I 
didn’t want to ease it, I wanted to get rid of it.  
 
So instead of telling him that, with the possibility of it being a debate or an 
argument, I went into dialogue and asked what I wanted to say in the form of a 
question, which was, “So what are we treating here, the symptoms of the 
problem or the cause of it?”…at which point he mumbled something about the 
symptoms. So I asked him if it was his arm would he prescribe the same course 
of action, to which he replied no. So I then asked what course of action would he 
prescribe, and he recommended physiotherapy. 
 
We talked about that for a while… it made sense to me to do it and in fact to date 
seems to have taken care of everything. Oh, and one other thing that’s been 
taken care of… I have a new doctor… I couldn’t trust the other one any more. 
 
So if you want people to trust and be attracted to you… make sure you base your 
solutions on causes and not symptoms. 

 
Here’s another reason why it’s important. The need for more money, time, 
freedom and better health that you will typically hear people tell you…are just 
facts…and if you attempt to jump in with your solution too early, and even if you 
prescribe the correct one, most people wont’ connect with it because the real 
reasons why they make want these things are much deeper than just making 
more money for example. 
 
They have personal subjective reasons which is why it’s important to spend time 
on the second part of what you’re focusing on, which is… 
 

2. Why they want to make a change… or why they want what they say they want, 
and just as importantly… why they don’t want what they are currently getting… 
and what they’ve done about it and whether it’s worked or not, and so on. You’ll 
find all these types of questions, the reasons you ask them in the Discovering 
Stage of the Dialogue Chart you downloaded from my website. 

 
Allowing your potential partners and customers to talk about and paint a picture 
of how they came to be in their current circumstances, and letting them internally 
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process what it's like to be where they are as they talk with you, and how they will 
feel if they don't do anything about any problems they might have, can be 
revealing, transformational and very profitable for both of you. 
 
After all, who knows what’s going on and has the history of their life? They do! 
Who knows what they want? They do. Who knows WHY they want what they 
want? They do! Who knows what they’ve done about getting what they want and 
whether it’s worked or not? They do! Who knows how they feel about being stuck 
where they are if things have not worked out? They do. So who has all the 
answers? They do! They have the answers to everything… All you need are the 
right types of questions at the right time’ to easily find out. 
 
And if you’re prepared to use the high road approach of Dialogue to ask and 
listen, people will also tell you the deeper consequences of what will happen if 
they don’t resolve it.  
 
The remarkable thing is that people will be automatically attracted to you 
because they feel the vibration of your INTENTION being on them discovering 
what they really want and why they want it… and not on you and what you want.  
 
You’ll get what you want soon enough as you’ll see how from listening to the 
Power Up Your Dialogue audio series. 

 
And you don't have to spend hours engaged in Dialogue. 5 to 10 minutes can 
reap huge rewards.  

 
But you have to have the intent to discover… not the intent to manipulate or 
persuade. 
 
And by the way, you don’t have to use feeling words or questions if they are not 
appropriate. Merely answering your questions people will know how they feel 
about their present situation. 

 
And having discovered this you must then make sure the third part of your 
objective is met, which is…. 
 

3. Their degree of desire to change their present circumstances.  
 

You might find a person in great need and not prepared to make a change or 
might be so, so about changing. If they’re not prepared to make a difference, let it 
go. There are some people who are comfortable with their discomfort.  

 
One thing is sure though… if you don’t badger them… they will kindly remember 
you and the dialogue for a long time. Expect them to get back to you. 
 
Why? Because you will have involved them in a conversation about themselves 
and especially how you respected and listened to them without telling them they 
were wrong or trying to force them to do something. 
 
Asking questions without forcing the answers, and listening with the intent to 
understand and not to reply  
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This is like planting, watering and fertilizing seeds and allowing their roots to 
develop and get strong before the stem breaks through the surface to produce 
the fruit.  
 
Like a seed, the idea of change has to be planted in people, and you do this by 
asking questions… and you water this idea by listening to what is being meant 
and not just what is being said, with the intention to understand... and you fertilize 
the idea by feeding back what you think you heard to make sure there is clarity. 
 
Like seeds, people break through the surface and grow at different speeds. 
Understand and respect that, because natural selling is in harmony with the laws 
of nature and if you follow nature's laws, you’ll always be rewarded with an 
abundant outcome. 
 

That’s it!  
 
Natural Selling and Dialogue is a process of Discovery. Think of it as an interview where 
you’re seeking and interviewing people who are looking to change their present 
circumstances. Be firm in this resolve. Don’t try and sell your solutions… come from a 
place of having people sell you on the idea that they are prepared to make a difference 
for themselves and for others. 
 
Don’t worry if at the beginning they consciously don’t know whether they have problems, 
or are not sure what they want… They’ll soon reveal! 
 
In the role plays listen to how the questions that are being asked are designed to 
actually discover those 3 qualifying criteria, because this is what you’re initially looking 
for when you ask your questions of your potential partners and clients. 
 
Also listen for the degree that the other person is prepared to change, and more 
importantly, the degree they are prepared to help themselves to make this change, and if 
you don’t know - ASK… because let me ask you this, can you help someone who is not 
prepared to help themselves? The answer is self evident… no you can’t! So let it go if 
they are not. Step back and bow out quietly and graciously…. 
 
… because if they are not prepared to commit to making a change, and no matter how 
clever you are at coercion, the likelihood of them joining you is pretty small, and if you do 
pressure them, then you’re back into the conventional selling model again.  
 
And even if you are successful at pressuring them, you know how that usually ends up!  
The likelihood of them being a productive member of your team or a long term customer 
is almost nil. The Direct Selling Association own research shows that 90% of Network 
Marketers drop out within the first year, because at the end of the day, they joined for 
their sponsor's reasons and not their reasons. It’s called, buyers remorse! 
 
Here's some powerful reasons to follow this process - The reasons you ask 
questions, listen and respond to their answers is that you’re asking them the questions 
they would have asked themselves if they knew what to ask. The only reason they are 
stuck where they are is because they didn’t know what questions to ask themselves. It’s 
the only reason why any of us get stuck. 
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Also, the questions you ask are not just for you, they are for them, Hang on to that one, 
because here’s what happens… As you ask and they answer you… they also hear 
themselves speak. As they speak the process the information they give out and at the 
same time feel the discomfort of their present circumstances if their present situation is 
not working out for them as they would like. So who do you think is internally doing all 
the persuading and challenging their own beliefs and current circumstances? They are! 
 
So instead of attempting to get them to do something you want them to do… simply 
allow them to express their needs so that they feel the desire to make the change 
themselves. 
 
Here is something useful to remember about change… the degree that a person will 
change their present circumstances is dependent on 2 things… 
 

1. the degree of discomfort they feel in the present moment as they talk about their 
present circumstances… 

2. and the degree of desire to make a change. 
 
When the desire to move forward is greater than the desire to stay where they are, that’s 
when they start to persuade themselves to take action 
 
So get comfortable with asking and hearing about problems, and don't be satisfied until 
you've helped them discover what the consequences are if they don’t resolve them.  
 
Let’s explore the other part of Dialogue… the mindset of suspending or detaching or 
letting go of your own needs. 
 
Here are some of the main needs to think about detaching from... 
 
Detach from your need to make sale. Let go of the self serving processes that force 
this and let it naturally happen through the process of Discovery.  
 
Detach from your need to make someone do something. This is the same as 
attempting to force a sale. The more you insist, they more they resist. So stop pushing 
and they will stop pushing back at you with their no’s. 
 
Detach from thinking everyone moves at the same speed as you. They don’t. They 
move at their own speed. For example, let go of the criteria that you have to qualify 
someone within 15 second or 2 minutes, otherwise you’re back on your agenda and 
losing more potential opportunities than you are gaining. 
 
Detach from your need to be right. This is a big one. The question is, do you want to 
be right or do you want to be rich. Handling objections is an example of a need to be 
right. If you use objection handling techniques what you’re doing is pitting your point of 
view against your potential client’s. It’s nothing more than an argument until one or the 
other gives in. 
 
Have you ever known any one really win an argument? I haven’t! And besides, the 
potential client always wins because even if you do have the thickness of skin and mind 
of a rhinoceros, and you do persuade someone to join you, what usually results in the 
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end? They don’t do anything! It’s called passive aggression and it’s one of the biggest 
time wasters in the corporate world and will be in your organization as well. 
 
When someone has another point of view… listen to it and ask questions around it… not 
with the idea of winning the argument, but to genuinely find out why they have this point 
of view and the history behind it. You don’t have to agree with someone to listen to them. 
What you’ll find is that in most cases, their truth is not based on a very solid foundation 
and through asking Belief Challenging Questions, you’ll help them challenge their 
beliefs. Listen to them first and they will return the compliment and listen to you. It’s 
another law of nature. 
 
Detach from your need to judge. This is a deep subject in itself so to keep it in 
context… what I mean by this is... be open to all possibilities and never judge people or 
situations at their face value. 
 
For example, if you have other qualifying criteria, such as the necessity for your potential 
partner to have a certain amount of money to invest and you ask them and they say no, 
don’t close the door on them. Assuming you’re satisfied about the 3 criteria explained 
earlier and you’ve explained your product…Ask them where they are going to get the 
money from to move forward from where they are. Enlist them in helping themselves 
solve their own problems. The earlier you do this the earlier they will get the idea that 
they have to take responsibility for changing their circumstances, as you are doing to 
change yours. 
 
Detach from re-interpreting what you think others say to you. This is another big 
one. Use this as a rule of thumb. People don’t say and mean what you think they say 
and mean, unless you’ve really spent some time understanding them. 
 
What we tend to do is interpret what others are saying based on the filters of our own 
life’s experiences. 
 
For example, it I say the word ‘white’… what image does it conjure up in your minds 
eye? For me the image at this moment is a cloud… was it for you? 
 
In my workshops when I ask this question, fully 90% of the attendees have a different 
answer! Just one word! Imagine how much misunderstanding there can be around a 
sentence!  
 
Just think how much misunderstanding there can be by misinterpreting someone’s 
comment, such someone saying to you…”this is expensive”, after you’ve given them 
some prices of your products.  
 
Do you respond be defending your price on the assumption you know what they mean? 
Or do you take a brief mental time out to consider that you actually have no idea. Or they 
did was to make a comment. However, you can soon find out if you ask…! Something 
like, ”When you say expensive, can I ask what you mean by that?’ I’ll lay you odds that 
you’ll get different answers from different people. Then you have something you can 
work with. 
 
Remember, people have the answers, all you need are the right questions… and you 
know where to go to get those!! 
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So to recap, here are 5 reasons why adopting the practice of Dialogue is worth it: 
 

1. Asking questions and developing the answers naturally prevents you from 
jumping in too soon with a solution. You engage your potential client in an in-
depth dialogue with 3 objectives in mind. 

 
2. You can help more people if they feel you understand their situation. And helping 

people is really what it’s all about, isn't it? People don't buy your products, your 
company or even you. They buy your ability to understand them first. This is how 
you create value and trust in you and everything you represent. 

 
3. The greater the problem, the less important the cost of solving it. Stop to think 

about this for a moment – the greater the problem, the greater the desire to find 
the money to pay for your solution. 

 
4. The greater the problem, the greater their desire to change their present 

circumstances, and DO something about it. No more having to stay on top of 
your down line or customers, persuading them to attend meetings or to speak 
with potential clients or buy products. PLUS… no more high attrition. 

 
5. It’s effortless and tension free for you because they do the work and they are the 

ones who create their own internal tension based on feeling their own need and 
feeling to make a change! 

 
So there you have it! 
 
As you listen to the role plays you’ll learn that Dialogue is a very special attractive way of 
talking with people… a way that gives people the time and space to internally process 
and PERSUADE THEMSELVES to make a change… without you having to use 
manipulation or persuasion. 
 
So Trust the mechanics of the process… know that it works… and just let nature take it’s 
course.  
 
In effect allow people to come to their own logical and emotional conclusions about 
changing their present circumstances… conclusions that will stir them to action. 
 
During these Dialogue’s, pay close attention to the amount of information people willingly 
provide, and how listening to the answers to your previous questions provides the real 
key to the best questions to ask next. 
 
I would strongly suggest that you take the time to listen to these role-plays again and 
again.   
 
Even more importantly, put what you learn into Practice right now! Don’t wait to be 
good… there is only one way to get good and that is to start, right now  
 
Start in a simple low key way by using these ideas in your every day conversations with 
people you interact with.   
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Observe how differently they respond to you. You’ll be pleasantly surprised at what you 
see, how you feel, and what you hear people say! 
 
Do this in your business and in your life, and you'll have an Organization, Customers and 
friends who will stay with you for forever! 
 
And finally I hope what you have learned here… and on the audio’s you are about to 
experience, it will make ‘Selling’ more interesting, …more magical, …and infinitely more 
rewarding for you!   
 
Remember, to visit my website… www.NaturalSelling.com often for further business and 
personal growth building resources available to you … and regularly read my 
newsletters and tips to strengthen your skills. 
 
Allow me to leave you with this parting thought… 
 
"The majority of people will no longer accept being persuaded to buy.  Your business 
has to show that you're in it for THEM… NOT you!  And you have to LIVE and 
BREATHE that belief." 
 
Thank you for listening, and thank you for helping to make a difference. 

 

http://www.naturalselling.com/
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Introducing Your Business and Products CD #1 

"What to Do When They Ask 'Do I Have To Sell?'" 
  
In this Dialogue, I will be inviting Mike, a potential partner who had previously requested 
some information about a small business opportunity, to role play with me.   
 
He begins the conversation by asking, 'So, what's this all about?' 
 
Notice how I phrase each of my statements as questions which, instead of me having to 
tell Mike anything about me or my business, draws out the many facts surrounding 
Mike's history and concerns, particularly his feelings about selling, which surface when I 
ask him, 'When you say 'you're not into selling', what do you mean?'   
 
In spite of Mike's attempts to focus the conversation on what I have to offer, pay 
particular attention to how I address his concerns about selling before saying anything 
about my business opportunity. 
 
Let's join the Dialogue... 
 
Michael: 
Let’s do a little role-play here, and I’ll be you.  Mike, would you do that? 
 
Mike: 
Sure.   
 
So, what’s this all about?  Maybe you can just tell me what this is about because I’m kind 
of anxious.  I’d really like to get an idea right now. 
 
Michael: 
Sure, I’d love to.   
 
Mike, do you remember applying for the package for the small business opportunity 
some time ago? 
 
Mike: 
Yeah, of course.  That’s what we’re talking about, I guess. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, that’s right.  And that’s why, in fact, I’m just calling you to find out whether you 
received it or to let you know that it’s on its way.   
 
Can I ask you a question?  What was it you were looking for when you applied for that? 
 
Mike: 
Well, you know, I’m looking to supplement my income.  Our retirement program is down, 
and I’m always open-minded to opportunities.  The letter that I got from you sounded 
good, and maybe you can just kind of give me a thumbnail about what it is. 
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Michael: 
Sure.  Well, I work with a company as a distributor, and what I do is, I help people like 
yourself set up their own home-based businesses so that they can start getting back that 
sense of security and start helping themselves and their families once again.  That’s the 
basic background of it.  Is that something that you were looking for? 
 
Mike: 
Well, I’m really not into selling.  Do I have to sell things?   
 
Michael: 
Well, that’s an interesting question.  There is selling involved, yes.  But let me ask you 
when you say you’re not into selling.  What do you mean by not into selling? 
 
Mike: 
Well, you know, we used to have parties in the home and sell make-up and everything 
like that and vitamins.  And I really don’t want to talk to my friends and family about that 
stuff again. 
 
Michael: 
So, you’ve had party plans, everything in the home.  Have you done that before? 
 
Mike: 
Yeah, yeah.  We’ve got a garage full of stuff.   
 
Michael: 
And what were you doing before? 
 
Mike: 
We were with a vitamin company, and my wife was also selling cosmetics out of the 
house as well through the multi-level marketing program. 
 
Michael: 
Oh, interesting.  How long were you doing that for? 
 
Mike: 
Close to two years. 
 
Michael: 
Can I ask you how long ago that was? 
 
Mike: 
Oh, I guess about four years ago and then we laid off for a couple of years. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  So, you actually did it for two years? 
 
Mike: 
Yeah, we were dabbling in it for a couple of years and never really saw much success 
out of it, though.   
 
Michael: 
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Why do you think that is? 
 
Mike: 
Like I said, we were always having to talk to our family and friends and try and recruit 
them, and it just got old after a while.  I always felt like I was confronting people. 
 
Michael: 
Did you feel uncomfortable in talking to your family and friends? 
 
Mike: 
Yeah, they always seemed to cross to the other side of the street when I’d come. 
 
Michael: 
What if you didn’t have to talk to your family and friends?  You’d go and talk to other 
people?  Would that be bad for you for starting your own business? 
 
Mike: 
Yeah, I think that would be more of an interest to me, something along those lines.  Is 
that what your program is? 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, I think you can approach people in a variety of ways.  But if you don’t mind, what 
I’d like to do is, I’d like to stay on this aspect of selling because there is selling involved, 
and I don’t know if you’ll agree with me, but would you agree with me that just about 
anything in life is about selling?  I guess it’s just the way you look at what selling is all 
about.  Would that be fair enough? 
 
Mike: 
Yeah, I guess I’d have to agree with you there. 
 
Michael: 
Let’s stop there, everyone, okay?  
 
Michael: 
What was I doing there with Mike all the time? 
 
(Two voices): 
Questions. 
 
Mike: 
Asking more questions. 
 
Michael: 
Did I ever make a statement? 
 
Mike and Participant: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
No, I just asked questions.  I told you I’d just go with the flow, but where were my 
questions coming from?   
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Participants: 
From his answers. 
 
Michael: 
From his answers and also from experience, right? 
 
Because I’m going to anticipate some of the stuff that Mike knows.  You know this.  You 
know what people are going to ask you.  Instead of hoping it doesn’t happen, okay, 
prepare for it.  There is a great saying in Aikido – Aikido, the martial arts.  It says what?  
It says, “Prepare for everything.  Expect nothing.” 
 
And if you remember, I started this conversation out saying I didn’t know where this 
conversation’s going to go.  I didn’t know if Mike was going to be rough with me.  I didn’t 
know what.  And he wasn’t exactly accommodating, was he? 
 
Participants: 
No 
 
Ramona: 
Well, may I ask you a question? 
 
Michael: 
Go ahead. 
 
Ramona: 
At what point then, would you maybe get back to the tape and the package and ask 
them to review it before you go into it any further? 
 
Michael: 
Let me ask you this, Ramona.  And I’ll answer it, if I may, in a round about way, okay?  
Let me ask you, why are you focusing on the tape and the package? 
 
Ramona: 
Because that has the information in it. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  But are the tape and the package important?   
 
Participant: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
No, really, is it important?  What’s important here? 
 
Participant: 
Why he ordered it. 
 
Ramona: 
Where they’re coming from. 
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Michael: 
Where they’re coming from.  What else is important here? 
 
Participant: 
Well, it sounded to me what you were doing by asking the questions was trying to 
alleviate some of the fear that he might have had. 
 
Michael: 
Yes, what else is going on here?  Thank you. 
 
Participant: 
Building a rapport with him. 
 
Ramona: 
Right. 
 
Michael: 
I’m building rapport with him.  What else is going on? 
 
Participant: 
You’re showing that you care about what he has to say. 
 
Michael: 
I’m showing that I care more about them.  Also, what I’m concerned about, but I want to 
address, a very specific issue, because what are we doing?  We are what?  We are 
problem solvers, but we are what?  Salespeople. 
 
Participant: 
Selling. 
 
Michael: 
We are selling stuff.  We are selling business opportunities; we’re selling products, 
correct?   
 
Ramona: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  So if an issue of selling comes up, and I start soft peddling around that, what’s 
going to happen?  I’m going to end up with someone who isn’t going to be very 
cooperative.  I need to find out where Mike is coming from with regards to his feelings 
about selling because where I’m coming from, Natural Selling, is it about the traditional 
way of selling?   
 
Participant and Ramona: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
No, but he’s probably coming from experience, and a more traditional way of selling, so 
before we can do anything with Mike, we’re going to have to address the concerns he 
has.  Does everyone agree with me on that? 
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Participant and Ramona: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Now while I’m addressing that concern, and I am facing it head-on; I’m not trying 
to duck it.  I’m facing it head-on.  What’s my relationship with Mike like right now? 
 
Participant: 
Your credibility’s going up. 
 
Michael: 
Is Mike asking me questions and getting into what it’s all about? 
 
Participants: 
No. 
 
Ramona: 
He’s talking about himself. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, I’ll ask Mike if he’s probably forgotten about it.  I don’t know.  Mike, where are you 
in this conversation?  Give me some feelings about the conversation as it’s progressing.  
Give me your own feelings, honest feelings.  Anything you want to say. 
 
Mike: 
After we finished our conversation, I was saying that I actually felt like I was in an actual 
conversation, the way that we were role-playing, and I felt…  I definitely wasn’t focusing 
on, “Oh, okay, what’s this business about?”  I mean, I was answering the questions, and 
it was bringing up issues that I had had in the past, and I felt comfortable in the 
conversation.  I didn’t feel like I was being sold or anything along those lines.  Or I didn’t 
feel like my questions were being evaded. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Anything else? 
 
Participant: 
You felt you were building your rapport with him, didn’t you? 
 
Mike: 
Yeah, I kind of got lost in there for a little bit, trying to keep up with the role-play.  But the 
conversation itself felt comfortable to me. 
 
Michael: 
That conversation had meaning.  I’m talking with Mike.  I’m talking with Mike as what?  
As a - 
 
Participant: 
Friend. 
 
Michael: 
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- unique human being.  I’m finding out about him.  In the process, he’s also finding out 
about me.  Mike, how are you feeling about me?  About…  And go into that role-play.  
How are you feeling about me right now?  During that role-play? 
 
Mike: 
Good.  Good.  I mean, I didn’t feel like you were avoiding my questions or anything.  I felt 
like we were definitely making progress.  Just to segue into some experience that I’ve 
had talking to people, too, is they do appreciate when you spend time on the phone with 
them, if you’re talking about their family, their friends or whatever.  So, that’s kind of the 
feelings that I was getting.   
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Now, I’ll share with you.  When I get on the phone, I talk about business.  I don’t 
spend a lot of time with family unless it’s relevant.  Okay, I’m quite business-like on the 
phone.  But I like to get down to business quite quickly.  But I do it all on the basis for 
asking questions.  If you notice, I never made one statement.  It was all asking 
questions.  And if I did make a statement or answer his question, what did I tag on to the 
end of my statement?  I what? 
 
Ramona: 
Asked a question. 
 
Michael: 
Asked a question again, okay, just to keep conversation steered there. 
 
As you can see from this role play, the Dialogue process becomes a very powerful tool 
in your hands when you base your questions on the other person's answers to inquire 
further as to their feelings behind of the things that people say.  
 
To emphasize one of the main points presented in this role play, I'd like to repeat that 
what's important to the person must become important to you especially when someone 
expresses a possible negative feeling about something – such as selling - that could 
eventually impact their motivation or ability to build a good business. Personally, I won’t 
let go of it until it is resolved. If you don’t it will invariably come back to haunt you. 
 
Simply use the Dialogue process to find out where people are coming from and address 
each concern as they come up.  And, remember, although your purpose is to be a 
problem solver, that you are also a sales person and when someone asks you the 
question,  
 
'Is this selling?' or 'Do I have to sell?'.  
 
Take the time to address this question before going any further with presenting your 
solution or saying anything about your opportunity. When you approach people in this 
manner, and just talk about the things that they bring up, you'll discover that people will 
trust you and begin to connect with you simply because you demonstrated that you care 
about them.   
 
You'll also build credibility in yourself, your products and your business.  In fact that’s the 
way you create value in yourself and what you represent… by taking time to understand. 
People don’t buy things or services, and what I’ve discovered that despite the common 
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conception that they buy YOU… they in fact don’t!  What they buy is your ability to 
understand them, and you do that by being curious, open listening and clarifying 
everything. 
 
You'll find that instead of feeling any tension or resistance, every conversation you have 
with others will flow very naturally, as if you were talking with one of your friends...and 
wouldn't that feel good! 
 
When you effectively Dialogue with others, you'll discover that people will be much more 
attracted to you and interested in what you have to say ... without you having to 
persuade them ... and, they will be much more likely to embrace your solutions.   
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Introducing Your Business and Products CD #1 

"When They Say It, It's True" 
 
In this Products Role Play called "When They Say It, It's True" we'll be talking with Peter 
who is treating an injury that he sustained when an audio speaker fell on him.   
 
I'll begin the Dialogue by asking,  
 
"Peter, do you have something that you are currently taking for that?"  
 
I will then invite one of the participants, Hilary, to develop the conversation. 
 
Notice how Hilary opens with some excellent needs awareness questions but fails to 
adequately explore the history of Peter's injury causing her to make some incorrect 
assumptions and begin moving forward too quickly in presenting her solutions.   
 
When you take the time to fully explore a person's history and background, listen to their 
answers, and base your questions on what the other person is saying (being careful to 
qualify any or all of your assumptions along the way) people will begin to trust and 
believe in you, and in your solutions when they are presented. That’s how you create 
value in your products. 
 
Let's join the Dialogue... 
 
Michael: 
Let’s do a little role-play then.  So we need someone to role-play with.  Someone who 
maybe has arthritic challenge and that we can talk with.  Go back in time a little bit and 
talk about where you were.  Does anyone have any joint problems at all? 
 
Participant: 
I’m willing to join. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, who is that? 
 
Peter: 
It’s Peter. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so Peter, you do have something in your body, do you?  And you take product for 
that?   
 
Peter: 
Correct. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so you can go back in time just a little bit then to when you weren’t taking 
something or maybe when you were taking pharmaceutical drugs or whatever you were 
doing. 
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Peter: 
Okay. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Whereabouts do you have that problem? 
 
Peter: 
Right shoulder. 
 
Michael: 
Right shoulder, okay.  Let’s say we’re sitting with Peter.  Peter gets up from his chair, 
and he puts his left hand to his shoulder and utters a little bit of a groan.  Has that ever 
happened to you, Peter? 
 
Peter: 
All the time.   
 
Michael: 
Oh, there you go.  Okay.  And he goes, “Oh!” like this.  Let’s start the conversation with 
somebody, okay?  That’s our clue. 
 
Participant: 
What happened to your shoulder, Peter?  It looks sore.   
 
Peter: 
Oh, it’s very sore.  I can hardly lift it up over my head. 
 
Participant: 
What did you do to it? 
 
Peter: 
I had a speaker fall on it. 
 
Participant: 
A speaker fall on it?  So it was a workplace injury. 
 
Peter: 
You could say that. 
 
Participant: 
And what have you done about it? 
 
Peter: 
Well, I’ve been in physio for the last three years. 
 
Participant: 
For the last three years?  Is it getting any better? 
 
Peter: 
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Well, I can lift it up a lot of times without falling back down on my knees from the 
discomfort or from the pain. 
 
Participant: 
Are you doing anything else, besides physio? 
 
Peter: 
Well, I’m on medication from the doctor. 
 
Participant: 
And is that really giving you good relief? 
 
Peter: 
Well, I’ve had a couple of cortisone shots, and well, they really haven’t done anything 
except temporarily.  They’re good for a month or two, and then it just all comes back. 
 
Participant: 
And how does that make you feel when you’ve still got pain in your shoulder, and you’re 
doing all this stuff and - 
 
Michael: 
I just want to stop you there for a moment, okay?  I just want to do a little analysis there.  
Good questions.  Excellent questions there.  Why do you think I might have stopped 
you? 
 
Participant: 
I may have been getting into another area as opposed to finding out what he did to his 
shoulder, which is the background. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, yeah.  In my opinion, this is only my opinion, you’re moving forward too fast.   
 
Participant: 
Okay. 
 
Michael: 
You’re going for the throat. 
 
Participant: 
Oh, is that right?  Well, I’ve been told other things.  But, anyway - 
 
Michael: 
Does everyone see a little bit about what I’m talking about here?  Any comments on 
that? 
 
Participant: 
A little too fast. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, you’re moving a little bit too fast about the pain, but the questions are excellent.  
Save them for a little bit, okay?   
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Participant: 
Okay. 
 
Michael: 
He told you he dropped a speaker on his shoulder, okay? 
 
Talk about the speaker.  Okay, go back a little bit.  So, let me just take it for a second, 
okay?  So, how long ago did that happen then, Peter? 
 
Peter: 
About three years ago. 
 
Michael: 
Really?  I mean what kind of speaker was it? 
 
Peter: 
It was just a music speaker, and I just walked in through a door, and as I walked in 
through the door, I was the lucky one when the speaker came tumbling down. 
 
Michael: 
From where?  What do you mean tumbling down? 
 
Peter: 
Well, it was mounted up above the doorway, and the speaker landed on my head and 
then bounced off my right shoulder, and they sort of come along and scraped me up off 
the floor, and I spent a number of weeks in the hospital and whatnot. 
 
Michael: 
How was your head?  Head all right? 
 
Peter: 
Well, my head seemed to be okay, except, of course, it’s also affected my back, too. 
 
Michael: 
Oh really?  You see what we’ve got here?  So, when you it affected your back, what do 
you mean? 
 
Peter: 
Well, I tore all of the muscles from my neck down to my hip. 
 
Michael: 
So, is that still the same case, or is that cured now?  Have you managed to deal with 
that? 
 
Peter: 
Well, it’s slowly growing back into place without them operating on it, but it’s been a long, 
hard procedure. 
 
Michael: 
So, you’ve got muscles in your back as well as your shoulder then, huh? 
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Peter: 
Right. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, someone else take over.  See what we’ve got here, everyone.  Let’s just stop here 
for a minute.  Anyone like to make a comment or any observations about the questions 
that I just asked? 
 
Participant: 
Gives you more information that his head and his back were hurt, too, and what 
happened and how long it took him and how much pain he was in. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, okay, what I’m getting here is like a foundation, aren’t I?  Foundation.  Am I talking 
about products? 
 
Participant: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
Am I talking about remedies or anything like that? 
 
Participant: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
No.  Nothing wrong in talking about it.  I’m working on what is the foundation.  Now, as 
I’m talking with Peter about this, I’m going to ask Peter this, because I know this is 
happening, because I trust the process.  How is Peter feeling internally, subconsciously, 
maybe even consciously?  How is he feeling? 
 
Participant: 
Probably angry. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, what else? 
 
Participant: 
Sad. 
 
Michael: 
Feeling uncomfortable is what I’m really looking for.  Okay, why is he feeling 
uncomfortable? 
 
Participant: 
Because he’s in pain. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah. 
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Participant: 
He’s sharing a lot of stuff that he hasn’t shared with anybody. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, because as he is talking with me about it, and I’m listening to him emphatically, 
what’s happening?  There’s a tension inside of him that comes.  It’s surfacing because 
he’s talking about it. 
 
Participant: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
He can’t help that.  That is going to happen anyway.  Just getting back to you, Peter, 
were you feeling some kind of tension inside or maybe reliving it a little bit? 
 
Peter: 
Oh, yes. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  Because it’s your story; it’s your picture that’s coming out, isn’t it?  Okay.  
Everyone okay with that? 
 
Participant: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Any comments so far?  Any observations? 
 
Participant: 
Well, he had three very frustrating years, so he must really be looking for something to 
help him get on with his life and get better. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, do you know that for sure? 
 
Participant: 
But I’m assuming. 
 
Michael: 
Yes, that’s right.  But that’s okay to assume, but what you need to do is ask a question to 
explore whether that might be the case, right?  We all have pictures of what might be 
happening here.  Yes.  Everyone okay with that?  So use it as a guideline.  You can see 
he might still be in pain.  Let me find out about that, assuming that something else is 
going on there.  Anybody want to continue the conversation? 
 
Milton: 
I’ll take it. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Who is that? 
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Milton: 
Milton.  
 
Michael: 
Okay, off you go. 
 
Milton: 
So, Peter, about this pain, do you do any other activities that have been affected? 
 
Peter: 
Well, it’s affected my life in general, I guess.  I can’t do an awful lot of things, like I can’t 
even go play ball with my kids. 
 
Milton: 
Wow, and how often did you go out and play ball with them in the past? 
 
Peter: 
Oh, I was very, very active with my kids.  I used to coach them in soccer and baseball 
and also did an awful lot camping with them. 
 
Milton: 
Wow, so what is that costing you emotionally? 
 
Peter: 
A whole lot, I guess.   
 
Michael: 
Let me stop there for second.  Very brave questions to ask.  It’s probably just a little too 
harsh to bring up. 
 
Peter: 
It would probably shut me down. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, I wouldn’t do that, okay?  That’s a question in your background, in your mind.  I 
would rephrase it to get it out, and I would suggest that you’ve got enough from Peter at 
this stage not to ask that question.  You okay with that, Milton? 
 
Milton: 
Okay. 
 
Michael: 
What I would say is this, “So has it stopped you from doing any other thing at all, Peter?  
Tell me more.”  Okay?  “Has it stopped you from doing anything else, Peter?” 
 
Peter: 
Well, it’s definitely affected my work. I mean to say I can’t even lift my arm up to get 
things off the shelf and whatnot.  And of course, in my trade, I need to be able to lift that 
arm up all the time.  Probably a few pans on the floor full of food.  That doesn’t go over 
very well. 
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Michael: 
And what do you do? It sounds like you’re a chef or a cook or something. 
 
Peter: 
Yeah, I’m a chef. 
 
Participant: 
Are you working? 
 
Peter: 
Off and on. 
 
Participant: 
So, how much work-time have you lost? 
 
Peter: 
Oh, I’ve lost quite a bit. 
 
Participant: 
And how has that affected you, not being able to work as much? 
 
Michael: 
Okay, let me stop there.  When he said, “off and on”, when you say how much work-time 
is lost, you’re making an assumption there. You okay with this? 
 
Participant: 
Yeah, I guess I am, from the work I do. 
 
Michael: 
You’re letting your own thoughts interpret what he’s saying.  All he said was, “off and 
on.”  So you’re making an assumption there, and it’s not a bad assumption.  But you 
need to test your assumption, so ask it in a different way. 
 
Participant: 
Have you lost any time from work, Peter? 
 
Michael: 
Rephrase it.  You could do that, but I would say to him, “When you say ‘off and on,’ what 
do you mean by that?” 
 
Participant: 
All right.  Okay.   
 
Peter: 
I’ve used up all my sick time that I’ve got coming for me that I’ve built up over the last 
few years. So up to now, it hasn’t been too, too bad, but because it didn’t happen at my 
employer place of employment, I’m not getting compensated for the time that I’m taking 
off, except for what sick time is available to me. 
 
Michael: 
Oh, I see, so you had to take little time off then.  Is that right? 
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Peter: 
Correct. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, you see what we did there?  Who told us that Peter had to take time off? 
 
Participant: 
He did. 
 
Michael: 
He did.  Okay, when we say it, it makes assumption that he’s taking time off.  It’s us 
who’s saying it.  We need to hear him say it because when he says it, it’s what? 
 
Participant: 
It has power to it. 
 
Michael: 
It has power to it, and it’s true.  When they say it, it’s true.  But when we say it, even if it 
is true, they can disbelieve it.  It’s important that a person says their own words.  It’s 
important that you don’t say these things.  Ask questions around the things that you 
would like to say.  Ask questions around your knowledge.  Everyone got a good feel for 
this? 
 
Participant: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
All right, this stops this line here.  Let’s go into the medication part.  This is where I might 
segue, and I say something like, “So Peter, what did you do about it when it first 
happened?  You said you spent some time in the hospital.  Is that right?”  
 
Peter: 
That’s right, yeah.  Well, I was under medication from the doctor that had this nasty side 
effect. 
 
Michael: 
Really?  What kind of medication was that? 
 
Peter: 
Oh, I was on a pain and “anti-swellant” and a couple other things. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, and what kind of side effect were you getting? 
 
Peter: 
Well, I ended up back in the hospital here just last week, and they found out that the 
lining had been burned out of my stomach. 
 
Participant: 
Oh dear. 
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Michael: 
Oh, my goodness.  So are you taking anything now for it? 
 
Peter: 
Well, the doctor finally agreed with me to send me to a Chinese herbalist, and so I’m on 
herbals right now. 
 
Michael: 
Yes?  And how are those working for you? 
 
Peter: 
Well, they work temporarily, but they don’t seem to have a long-lasting effect.  I’ve just 
started, so I guess I’m a little quick at saying that. 
 
Michael: 
When you say temporarily, you’re talking about the last few hours or…? 
 
Peter: 
A couple of days, yeah, after a treatment. 
 
Michael: 
You mentioned cortisone shots.  You said you had a couple of those, but they were good 
for - 
 
Peter: 
Because the shoulder is the main moving joint, they only give you so many shots, and 
I’ve had my limit. 
 
Michael: 
And did they work? 
 
Peter: 
Well, that’s what worked the longest.  I probably got about three months’ relief out of 
each shot. 
 
Michael: 
How did you feel about having cortisone put inside of you then? 
 
Peter: 
Well, at first when I didn’t really do very much research, I sort of believed what the doctor 
had said and when they started telling me they could only give me three, then I started 
doing some more research, and I sort of wish that I hadn’t had them now. 
 
Michael: 
Oh, I see.  Why is that? 
 
Peter: 
Well, just the side effects from cortisone doesn’t actually sit with your body all that well. 
 
Michael: 
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So what did you research tell you then? 
 
Peter: 
Well, I did some research over the Internet and stuff like that. 
 
Michael: 
So, apart from the herbals, what else have you got in mind?  Is there anything else that 
you can use? 
 
Peter: 
Well, I’ve been looking for something, but I haven’t found anything yet. 
 
Michael: 
So, what have you been looking for?  What would that look like to you? 
 
Peter: 
Well, I guess I’m sort of open to anything. 
 
Michael: 
Peter, then, if you could take something then, which would give the relief that you’re 
looking for without the side effects so that you can start leading a perfect, healthy life 
again and get back to doing the things you were doing such as playing with your kids as 
you used to, I guess something like that came along, that would be quite useful to you.  
You’d be quite open to that.  Is that right? 
 
Peter: 
Oh definitely. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, the reason I was asking that, Peter, is that I have been working with a company; 
it’s a nutritional company.  We have a product that has been very effective for a lot of 
people, and it’s called XYZ Joint Compound, and it’s made of all-natural herbal products, 
and I’ve got a sense that this is something that could be useful to you.  I’d like to suggest 
that you might want to get on it for two or three months and see if it works for you.  Like I 
said, it’s been very effective for a lot of people, and it could do the same thing for you.  
Would you like to talk about that and see whether this might work for you? 
 
Peter: 
Definitely.  I’ll look at it, especially if it’s an herbal product like you say, I’d be interested 
and see what’s in it. 
 
Michael: 
Okay everybody with that? 
 
Participant: 
Oh, yeah. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so I’m not going to take that any further at the moment because what we do now 
is Peter and I would sit down and go over this.  We’d talk about some of the stuff that he 
said earlier.  But at this stage, as far as I’m concerned, Peter is going to buy my product.  
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I’m not going to give Peter any brochures.  I’m not going to tell him to go to the web site.  
I’m not going to talk about whatever it is.  At this stage in the conversation, having spent 
ten or fifteen minutes with Peter, I know Peter is going to buy my product.  And he’s 
going to try it for the next two or three months.  Why is that anyone? 
 
Participant: 
Because he’s indicated to you that he’s totally out of other options. 
 
Michael: 
What else? 
 
Participant: 
You got him to express to you from his own mouth that number one, it is a problem, and 
he is looking for a solution. 
 
Michael: 
That’s right.  So, what was he actually doing? 
 
Participant: 
Qualifying. 
 
Michael: 
Qualifying.  What else?  Go back to why we’re doing this coaching class. 
 
Participant: 
Because the value is worth more than the price. 
 
Michael: 
There you go.  The perceived value is worth more than the price.  We haven’t even 
spoken about price yet, and I will guarantee you that when we speak about price, Peter 
won’t even blink.  Why won’t Peter blink? 
 
Participant: 
Because he believes in you. 
 
Michael: 
And? 
 
Participant: 
Himself. 
 
Michael: 
And himself and? 
 
Participant: 
The product. 
 
Michael: 
Because he’ll pay any price to get rid of the pain and get his life back in order. 
 
Participant: 
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Right. 
 
Michael: 
You see where I’m coming from? 
 
Participant: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, and who said all of that? 
 
Participant: 
He did.  Peter. 
 
Michael: 
He did.  Peter said it.  He put it all out.  That’s how you get rid of objections.  That’s why 
you don’t get objections coming up saying, “Oh yes, but how much is this?” and “What’ s 
that all about?”  It’s all clear.  It’s all done.  So Peter is still going to come up with 
questions and say, “Well, tell me all about this a little bit.  Tell me about the company,” or 
he might do that or he might not.  I’m making an assumption here.  “Tell me a little bit 
more about the product.  How long has it been around?” and so on.  He might go 
through this process.  He wants to make sure.  But it’s just of an interest process.  It’s 
like, “Tell me more about it,” because as a discerning person I might want to know about 
it.  You don’t have to defend anything; you just talk about product.  Okay, it’s in this 
discovery stage where we’ve been talking about background questions, needs 
awareness, needs development questions, solution questions.  What have you done 
about?  We’ve qualified him.  We’ve transitioned, and now we’re going into presentation 
stage.  Peter has bought this product as far as I’m concerned.  You guys comfortable 
with that? 
 
Participant: 
Yeah. 
 
Michael: 
Peter, by end of the next five or ten minutes, will give me his credit card number.  We’ll 
make a telephone call, and within the next two or three days, he will have the products in 
his hands, because Peter is hurting.  And it’s not because I want to make a sale.  It’s 
because I know my product is going to help him.  I have strong belief that my product is 
going to help him, and the link is there.  Peter’s got the history.  He’s just told me.  This 
is a partnership.  He’s just told me what’s going on.  I’ve got the product for him. It’s just 
a matter of linking the two together.  And there is an exchange here.  I’m going to give 
him my product.  He’s going to give me some money, and both of us can be really 
happy, and the world is a better place because of it. 
 
Participants: 
What kind of words would you use to close him or to invite him to the close?  What 
would you use there?  What transition words? 
 
Michael: 
Okay, I would say, “Peter, it appears to me we seem to have covered most of what we 
need to do.  I’m not sure if I can give you any more.  But the only thing I can suggest is 
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for you is to use it, get on it yourself so that you can start getting the relief that you want.  
Otherwise, we can talk about it and each day passes by, and nothing is going to change.  
But what I’d like to suggest is this.  I can make a phone call to the company, and if you’d 
like to give me your credit card details or if you want to give it to the order clerk and your 
address, they can have that stuff shipped to you right away, and it will be in your hands 
in the next two or three days.  Would that be appropriate for you? 
 
Peter: 
Sure. 
 
Michael: 
Everyone okay with that? 
 
Participant: 
Yeah. 
 
Michael: 
And I’ve done that lots of times.  Doing it is just a natural extension, just a natural 
beginning, because this is the beginning of a relationship.  That phraseology okay for 
everyone?   
 
Participant: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
You used the word, “close.”  That’s fine.  That’s good.  But you don’t really have to close.  
It’s not a close.  It’s just suggesting that the person just move forward on it and doing it in 
a commanding, gentle way.  If you look at what I said, I wasn’t being faultering about it.  
Would you agree? 
 
Participant: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Everyone okay with that?  But at the same time, I was being quite straightforward and 
saying, “Look, the only way you’re going to make a change here is for you to do it, so 
let’s get on with it, shall we?” 
 
Participant: 
Right. 
 
A key point to remember in this Dialogue is that when expressing your point of view the 
person you are speaking with can doubt whatever you say.   
 
However, when you allow them to express their point of view or solution, which could 
even be based on your previous recommendations, they are more likely to believe what 
they are saying as being true.   
 
Rather than make assumptions about anything, remember to ASK questions based on 
what the other person has shared with you as well as asking questions that relate to the 
potential results that your product can offer. 
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For example, let’s say you’re thinking of a herbal product that might help a particular 
person who you have discovered is using a pharmaceutical based remedy, and your 
product has the advantage of not creating side effects like many chemically based 
pharmaceutical products can do. Instead of assuming the other person is having side 
effects or blurting out what could be unnecessary information… you simply ask the 
question... does your present product give you any side effects? If the answer is yes, 
then you know it’s something you can talk about. But first, you ask them to elaborate on 
the side effects to make sure that your product really can eliminate this, and also 
because their answers will cement the significance of it. Sometimes people have lived 
with discomfort for so long they just come to accept it. 
 
When presenting your solution, frame it in terms of what specific features of your 
products will BENEFIT them based on what they revealed to you during the Dialogue. 
 
When your solution fits their criteria the conclusion will more than likely result in a 
product purchase without you ever having to mail them a brochure or send them to a 
website for more information. 
 
Remember, When you focus on helping people get more of what THEY want, you 
AUTOMATICALLY get more of what YOU want!   
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Introducing Your Business and Products CD #1 

"How to Help Others Motivate And Qualify Themselves" 

 
In this role play, "How to Help Others Motivate and Qualify Themselves", I'll be speaking 
with Joel, a potential business partner I'd previously spoken to about my opportunity.   
 
This is our second meeting and I begin the Dialogue by asking the question, "Tell me 
more about you and what you do and why you're looking for a change?"  
 
I'll then turn the conversation over to the participants to develop the conversation further. 
 
An all-too-often mistake that many Distributors make in their eagerness to make a sale 
or get someone to join their business opportunity is presenting their solution too early, or 
telling their potential customers what they think they ought to do to solve their problem, 
before they have enough background information to make a qualified recommendation.   
 
Now, don't misunderstand me.  All of the above are worthy goals if any of these actions 
are appropriate for person you are speaking to, and if your intent is to serve and help 
other the other person get what they want. 
 
Listen carefully to how asking needs awareness and needs development questions 
keeps the focus on the external as well as the internal needs of the other person and 
move the conversation forward in a very natural way… resulting in a positive outcome 
for both the potential business partner and the Distributor as this Dialogue unfolds. 
 
Let's join the Dialogue... 
 
Michael: 
Let’s do a bit of role-playing.  Someone come up with an idea here.  What’s the situation 
we’re going to find ourselves in? 
 
Joel: 
You just met someone, Michael, today for the first time, and you had sixty seconds, and 
really what you said was, “Let’s meet later.”  And they said, “Yes.”  And so now here’s 
your appointment meeting, and all they know is that you’re going to meet and that you 
really want to share an opportunity. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so, let’s do this.  What did we find out about the person in that sixty seconds that 
we had?   
 
Joel: 
How long they’ve worked and where they’ve worked, that they enjoy what they do, but 
they are open to other opportunities. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so you might have just managed to get out, “So have you ever thought about 
doing something other than what you’ve been doing after working all those years?”. 
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Joel: 
Exactly. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, I’ve thought about it, yeah. 
 
Joel: 
And I almost said, I almost said nothing on purpose.  I said an opportunity; let’s meet, 
okay. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, don’t use the word, “opportunity”.  Just ask the question, “So have you ever 
thought about that?”  “Oh, okay, I’d like to talk to you about that.”  “I might know of 
something that could be useful for you.  Don’t know, but we’d like to get together and 
sort of talk about it.” 
 
Joel: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
That is the way the conversation went? 
 
Joel: 
Sounds good. 
 
Michael:  
Everyone okay with that on the class?  Okay, so let’s do this, and I’ll guide you.  I’ll help 
you through with this, okay?  I’ll help you through the conversation.  When I mean you, I 
mean everyone here, okay?  So let’s open it up to everyone. 
 
Participant: 
That’s the way we learn how to - 
 
Participant: 
I love it.  I’m all for it. 
 
Michael: 
Here we go.  What I’m going to do is, though, I’m going to ask that if we can to allow 
some people who haven’t spoken to let them surface. 
 
Participant: 
That sounds great. 
 
Michael: 
And allow some others and see if they come up and we can step in a little bit later.  Will 
that be okay, everyone?  So, how might we start a conversation?  Let’s say we had 
coffee or something like that, just happen to get together.  How might we start this 
conversation?  Open it up, someone. 
 
Participant: 
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Saying how much you enjoyed meeting them. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, you could say that.  It’s a real pleasure meeting you; it’s very brief. 
 
Participant: 
Thank you for taking the time to talk a little bit. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Yeah. 
 
Participant: 
Said before we get started talking about what I have, why don’t you tell me a little bit 
about what you’re looking for? 
 
Michael: 
Everyone okay with that?  Okay. 
 
Participant: 
I like starting out more to get to know the person themselves. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so how would you start? 
 
Participant: 
Like somebody had mentioned before about asking the questions about do they like 
what they’re doing.  What are some of their interests?  Are they living at the present, or 
are they people that are looking for the future to change. 
 
Michael: 
How would we start the conversation, okay?  Move away from the conceptual.  And 
thank you for saying that.  I would think you’re spot on there, but let’s talk about how we- 
 
Participant: 
Phrases to do it, yeah. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, phrases.  We’re going to have a conversation here as we go. 
 
Participant: 
Are you liking what you do?  What do you do in your spare time? 
 
Michael: 
Okay. 
 
Participant: 
You find out that they may not have any spare time!  Or family. 
 
Michael: 
Let’s get this on an even keel a little bit and go back and rephrase that for one that you 
said earlier.  Sit down with the person and let’s say we were talking with Joel.  I would 
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say, “Joel, I appreciate the opportunity to meet with you again.  It was a real pleasure 
meeting you last week.  But the reason I suggested that we get together is that you 
mentioned last time that you were possibly looking for a change.  So before I get into 
that, tell me more about you and what you’re presently doing.  For example, what are 
you doing, and why are you looking for a change?”  Everyone okay with that? 
 
Participants: 
Yeah.  Sure. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Just start that conversation.  Don’t jump right in with your questions.  Can I ask 
you before I get into what I’ve got or what I do or what I’ve got to offer you or what I’m 
going to suggest, can I ask a little bit more about you, and, for example, what kind of 
work are you doing at the present time?  And can I ask you why you’re looking for a 
change?  Be careful of asking too many questions on the front end.  Okay, Joel, we’re 
going to use you as a scapegoat here, okay?  So, you’re going to answer that question, 
and we’re going to have a conversation, all of us with you, okay? 
 
Joel: 
Okay.  Sounds good.  Oh yeah, well, right now, I’m kind of stuck, well, I’m not stuck, you 
know, I’ve moved up the corporate ladder, and I’m kind of where I’ve peaked, and I’m an 
engineer.  I’ve been in sales before, and I just -  Anyway, I’m happy, but I’m unhappy. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Thank you.  Okay, what have we got there then, everyone?  What’s the next 
question we can ask? 
 
Participant: 
Well, tell me a little bit more about that. 
Michael: 
About what? 
 
Participant: 
About you’re unhappy with some things.  What are the things that you really like about 
your job?   
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Thank you.  That’s good.  Okay, don’t answer it just yet, Joel.  Let’s get some 
more people - remember, we’re looking for people who haven’t spoken in this class or 
the other class first of all.  What kind of questions could you ask Joel?  Where are your 
questions going to come from?  They’re going to come from what Joel has already told 
you. 
 
Participant: 
Said.  What he said. 
 
Michael: 
What can you ask him? 
 
Participant: 
What would you change about it? 
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Michael: 
Yeah.  That’s good. 
 
Participant: 
What kind of things are you unhappy about? 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  For me, too soon. 
 
Participant: 
Oh, okay. 
 
Michael: 
Get some more background stuff.  Do you know what kind of engineering work he does? 
 
Participant: 
Oh. 
 
Michael: 
Do you know how many years he’s been working?  Do you know what he means when 
he says he’s done a little bit of sales?  You see where I’m coming from here, right?  
 
Participant: 
I see.  What kind of sales has he done. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so that sort of thing.  So, don’t be so eager to jump into where you’re going to go, 
so I’m going to phrase the question for you, and I’m going to choose where I would go, 
and this is where I would go.  Where would I start on those questions, everyone, what do 
you think? 
 
Participant: 
Probably something more about his current job. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  Okay, I would just say, “So, Joel, when you say engineering, what kind of 
engineering are you in?” 
 
Joel: 
Chemical.   
 
Michael: 
Chemical engineering.  Well, tell me more about it.  What is a chemical engineer? 
 
Joel: 
Well, you know, go to school and stuff and learn how to build these chemical plants 
down in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and Houston, Texas, but here I am stuck in Georgia, 
you know?  And there’s a few of us and anyway, I’m not trying to cry on your shoulder, 
but I should be down in the southwestern part of the world. 
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Michael: 
What’s stopping you from being there? 
 
Joel: 
Actually, I have been down there, and I’ve been involved in the downsize already, and 
so I have moved from Louisiana back, and I mean, it’s a tough world out there.  Right 
now, the economy is awful and boy, we sure can feel it in the chemical industry. 
 
Michael: 
Really?  So when you say chemical industry, what do you specifically do?  I’m going to 
take over this for a moment.  Okay, everyone?  What do you specifically do? 
 
Joel: 
We make chemicals that allow sheet rock to be made for building your homes, and 
without that you couldn’t afford the sheet rock.  And second thing we make is concrete 
added to, so we’re able to make these skyscrapers without rebar. 
 
Michael: 
Well, when you say “we” I mean, does that mean you’re the one that’s doing all that or 
you have a specific function? 
 
Joel: 
Pretty much I install things, and I solve problems. 
 
Michael: 
And when you say solve problems, can I ask what you mean by that? 
 
Joel: 
We can’t make product properly and get it to the customer, so we figure out what makes 
it tick and whether it’s a people problem or procedural, we fix it.  So, hey, I’ve done this 
stuff for eighteen years.  I’m kind of ready to do something else. 
 
Michael: 
May I ask you why?  I have to confess I wasn’t quite sure when we first started this 
conversation, but what was the reason that you’re looking to do something else? 
 
Joel: 
Well, I’ve done other things.  I’ve been in plant management before, and I found out 
that’s not all what it’s cut out to be.  I’ve always wondered what sales was more like.  I’ve 
been in sales with chemicals before, and I just miss it.  You know, I miss the people part 
and the whole thing and also miss the challenges.  Right now, I feel like I’m not being 
challenged even though it is hard work. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Let someone else take over from there for a second.  What’s the question we can 
ask now? 
 
Participant: 
Do you think sales should be more gratifying to you than what you have been doing? 
 
Joel: 
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Yeah, I really do.  I feel that’s something that I’d want to look into, but I‘m scared of it 
because, you know in sales you can sink or swim, and I’m an engineer.  I can’t sell 
anything, you know? 
 
Michael: 
Okay, somebody else.  Especially on the sales thing.  What did he tell you about sales 
just now?  Did he tell you that he’s been involved in sales? 
 
Participant: 
I would ask him what your past experience has been with that.  That’s where I would go 
with that. 
 
Michael: 
So, first ask the question. 
 
Participant: 
Joel, what kind of experience did you have in sales before or in the past? 
 
Joel: 
I sold chemicals for three years, and then paper industry sort of exploded, I mean 
literally apart, and so I actually got tired of being out on the road four nights a week and 
boy, it’s nice being home every night now.  So, I went back into engineering just to be 
with my family. 
 
Participant: 
But when you were on the road doing the sales, how did that go? 
 
Joel: 
Oh, I loved it.  There’s nothing more I’d rather do.  I mean I had a ball.  Even though it 
was very challenging, the people part and the challenge part was just tremendous. 
 
Participant: 
Being home with your family is very important to you. 
 
Joel: 
Extremely.  I mean other than religion that is it. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, let me ask a question now.  Do you know if he was good at sales? 
 
Participant: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
Ask him. 
 
Participant: 
So, how did you do at sales, Joel?  Were you good at it? 
 
Joel: 
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I was pretty decent at it, but I’ll tell you what, if I knew then what I know now, it’s pretty 
hard for me to walk in and compete with someone who’s a veteran and being a group 
that’s losing money.  So, from that aspect, nobody was successful because it actually 
dissolved.  The whole group dissolved, and the company was sold.  But I feel I grew a lot 
as a person.  I’m not getting that in engineering right now.  It’s just something I really 
miss. 
 
Michael: 
Continue the thing about the sales, about his experience. 
 
Participant: 
So, what did you like about sales?  You like being around people?  
 
Michael: 
Okay, come up with that a little bit later.  I’m looking for something else.  That’s a great 
question, by the way.  Thank you.  See if you can hold that for just a little bit because 
he’s given you some indication from something that he said about.  He’s actually 
answered that question. 
 
Participant: 
Okay. 
 
Michael: 
If you remember, okay?  Great question. 
 
Participant: 
So you’ve really enjoyed it.  It sounds like you were in a situation where the people that 
you working with, that didn’t work, but how did you do with it? 
 
Michael: 
Great, great question.  Yeah, that’s good. 
 
Joel: 
I was real at ease with myself, and I found out a whole lot about corporate America and 
the pressures that are involved with that.  And I just wouldn’t wish that on anybody who 
is brand-new in sales that’s looking at getting into that.  But I’ll tell you for me personally, 
I learned a whole lot, and I grew a lot.  So I feel like I was pretty successful, but I was in 
a group that didn’t allow me to be a shining flower if you - 
 
Michael: 
Hearing all of these clues that are coming out.  What’s Joel looking for here?  Give me 
some sense - 
 
Participant: 
More freedom and to do what he wants to do. 
 
Participant: 
He wants recognition. 
 
Michael: 
He wants recognition.  Definitely wants recognition. 
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Participant: 
Also wants support from the right kind of people. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, he wants that. 
 
Participant: 
To be in a team that wins. 
 
Michael: 
What else is he looking for? 
 
Participant: 
Spend time with his family. 
 
Michael: 
Time with his family, yeah.  What else? 
 
Participant: 
He’s looking for something more that is coinciding with his inner self. 
 
Michael: 
Yes, what else? 
 
Participant: 
He’s looking for freedom. 
 
Michael: 
Yes.  What else? 
 
Participant: 
He’s looking for a way to use his talents and to be rewarded for using his talents.  That 
didn’t get to come back to him. 
 
Michael: 
Yes, great.  All fantastic answers.  What else?  Let’s just take those for a moment.  Can 
you offer all those things he’s looking for? 
 
Participants: 
Yeah. 
 
Michael: 
I mean based upon what you understand at the moment, based on what you 
understand, can you offer all those things?  All right, all those things.  Okay, now, let’s 
just do a little bit of theory work here for a second; we’ll continue the conversation.  So, 
just bookmark that conversation, would you?  Are you all okay with where you are at the 
present time?  Okay, now all these things that you have, these characteristics so your 
business opportunity that you have, what do we call these?  These are called - 
 
Participant: 
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Features. 
 
Michael: 
These are called features.  
 
Participant: 
Okay. 
 
Michael: 
These are all features of your business opportunity, and that is bounding out like mad all 
over the place.  Just listen for them.  All right?  Those features, are they there?  Okay, if  
you write all these things down, by the way, you’ll find out you’ll come up with hundreds 
and hundreds of features, right?  But those features have always been there, haven’t 
they?  Everyone okay with that?  Do they necessarily have the same meaning or same 
relevance to every single person you talk with? 
 
Participants: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
But they are very specific, the ones that we just went through.  They’re very specific to 
who? 
 
Participant: 
To you. 
 
Participant: 
To Joel. 
 
Michael: 
To him.  So, in fact, these features now are beginning to turn into what if we can offer 
them to him? 
 
Participant: 
Into a potential benefit. 
 
Michael: 
Into a personal - 
 
Participant: 
Benefit. 
 
Michael: 
Advantage because these features, if in fact we can identify the features are the right 
features for him, one advantage is that we can give him something that he doesn’t have 
already.  And the benefit of some of those is that he can get the good feeling from being 
able to do that.  See where I’m coming from, everyone?  This is naturally intrinsic in the 
conversation, so when you come to talk with him later, feed back to him all these 
individual items.  Present facts of all these individual items, and say, “Joel, you know you 
said that you want to spend more time with your family.  You know that you said that you 
really enjoyed selling, being on the road but your family was really important as was your 
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religion.  And you need to spend more time at home.  What if you could get in the selling 
profession and do it from home?  Would that be something of great benefit for you?”   
 
Okay?  And Joel will say yes or no.  If you don’t know at this state, you might just say no 
I really don’t want to do it from home, but I’d like to do it somewhere near home.  So, 
don’t jump in and say, by the way, you can do this from home because you still don’t 
know whether Joel wants to work from home, right? 
 
Participants: 
Right. 
 
Michael: 
That’s the danger of coming up and saying things.  Always ask a question around it.  
Does that make sense, everyone?  Can you see what I’m talking about? 
 
Participants: 
Yeah.  Yes.  Oh yes. 
 
Michael: 
All right, so let’s continue, and let’s reflect on something that Joel said a while ago about 
selling. 
 
Participant: 
Ups and downs? 
 
Michael: 
Ups and downs, yeah.  He said that.  There’s something else in there.  What is it? 
 
Participant: 
Veteran salesman.  He felt like he couldn’t compete against them? 
 
Michael: 
Couldn’t compete against them, yeah.  He said that.  That’s good.   
 
Participant: 
He really enjoyed selling. 
 
Michael: 
He actually said something earlier, though. 
 
Participant: 
He said he didn’t like selling. 
 
Michael: 
I think he said something similar to that. 
 
Participant: 
He said he didn’t think he could do it. 
 
Participant: 
He wasn’t sure he could do it. 
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Michael: 
He wasn’t sure.  He was a little bit scared about it.  He didn’t use the words, so that’s 
where he’s come from.  You picked up on that.  Everyone okay with that? 
 
Participants: 
Right.  Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  So, is that important then to unravel and find out more information? 
 
Participants: 
Yeah.  Yes.  Oh yes. 
 
Michael: 
Yes, it is, isn’t it?  You need to surface that because do we know what he means?   
 
Participants: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
Absolutely no idea what he means. 
 
Participant: 
How would you ask that? 
 
Michael: 
It could be huge, it could be small, it could be whatever, but we can find out, can’t we?  
Okay, so how can we find out? 
 
Participant: 
Ask questions. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so what’s the question we can ask?  Preface it, okay, first put a transition thing in 
there. 
 
Participant: 
Joel, you said earlier that you were a little bit afraid to look at sales again.  Do you mind 
sharing with me why? 
 
Joel: 
Yeah, because in corporate America, you get shot down really easily, and you can be 
Zig Ziegler and fail in this because a lot of it is politics.  And I’m just really disgusted with 
the whole situation. 
 
Michael: 
There was lot of information in there, wasn’t there? 
 
Participant: 
Yes, there was. 
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Participant: 
Can you tell me a little bit more about what your experience was with politics?  I mean, it 
sounds like you really had a bad experience.  What happened there? 
 
Joel: 
You know, if you took the politics out of it, I’d have had a blast.  But the politics is when 
one guy from Germany who heads the whole big company, like a $10 billion company 
looks over to America  and sees this guy that his group is failing because he’s in an 
industry that really is really being downsized and changed and everything, you know, if 
this guy’s a sitting duck what happens to the people underneath?  And when one 
manager loses their job, what happens to you when you’re the only salesperson, and 
then what happens to you when they hired you, and you’re only a year old?  Have you 
ever been in corporate America?  I mean you see where I’m coming from? 
 
Participant: 
Yeah.  I hear you. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, let’s stop right there for a moment.  Okay now, Joel’s reply - Think about it, 
everyone.  Joel’s reply - Was that different than probably what most of you expected?   
 
Participants: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Different than what I expected.  I confess to you I have a certain expectation in my mind 
because it’s there, what comes to my mind, but I know to ignore it, to listen openly all 
right?  But I’ll share with you my expectation.  I thought Joel was going to say that he 
had a bit of difficulty with selling, enjoyed it but didn’t really know anything about selling.  
That might be actually a reason.  I don’t know yet.  But we can find out.  But that’s what I 
thought.  Anyone else think the same way? 
 
Participant: 
Well, yeah, I think that’s taking our internally and putting it onto what Joel is actually 
saying. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  What he was saying was, what, that - 
 
Participant: 
He just didn’t like the politics of it. 
 
Michael: 
He didn’t like the politics of it.  Interesting, isn’t it?  Okay, how we can let our own 
thoughts get in our own way, and yet we have allowed Joel to surface the information 
and then here it is, the facts, so we don’t know yet, but he could have just loved selling 
and very competent at it.  We don’t know yet.  So how could we explore that a little bit 
more?  Ask a question around that. 
 
Participant: 
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Around his competency? 
 
Michael: 
Yes, his competency.  Okay, I’ll do it for you.  So, Joel, correct me if I’m wrong.  I get the 
impression that you really enjoy selling, that you’re pretty good at selling.  It’s just that 
the political structure and everything of that got you down.  Is that correct? 
 
Joel: 
Yeah, it’s kind of a combination.  You know, it’s kind of like when you get thrown out to 
the wolves, you know, you really need somebody who’s an expert to put you under their 
wing ‘cause you are learning it all from your own experience.  But I actually did really 
well in the fact that I lost half my territory business and won it back.  So I actually grew 
my business just slightly, but if they knew what the territory was under, what the 
pressure was under, it really was amazing that we even stayed even.   
 
They put an impossible demand that they wanted a fifty percent increase in sales the 
next year.  They put the same demand on everyone whether you had ten years’ 
experience in the territories or one, and that’ s very unrealistic.  But personally, I really 
grew, and I received letters of acclamation from some of my customers.  It was 
incredible.  I felt like if I had a couple more years, it would have been really amazing.   
 
Michael: 
You felt very comfortable. 
 
Joel: 
Yeah, I felt very comfortable with what I did and how successful I was. 
 
Michael: 
And so when you mentioned about other people controlling your agenda - okay, 
everyone, now, someone take this over because now we’re going to start bringing in 
what it is that we have to offer through questioning instead of telling him.  We’re now 
going to offer Joel some ideas through questioning.  So I’m going to help you here.  So, 
Joel, when you say about other people controlling your agenda…  Somebody take over.  
What’s the question here?  Anyone? 
 
Participant: 
So would you be looking for something that maybe would give you more control over 
how you do things and when you do them?   
 
Participant: 
Or you could say if there was something available that you could control your own 
agenda, would you be interested? 
 
Michael: 
It’s all about now feeding back, and now we’re getting to develop our presentation as 
such for asking questions.  Everyone got this? 
 
Participant: 
Right. 
 
Michael: 
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So, Joel, when you’re mentioning about other people controlling your agenda, would it 
be true if you can control your own and at your own pace that would be something that 
would be very useful to you?  
 
Joel: 
Yeah, I’m looking for that. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  See where I’m coming from?  I’m going to stop this because this just came into 
my mind.  And if you could get the recognition that you’re looking for that would be 
something of interest to you as well, I guess. 
 
Joel: 
Yeah, yeah, just the recognition is not that important.  It’s just being successful and 
given a fair shot, because you’re going to have fun doing it, and I think I could do well at 
it. 
 
Michael: 
Okay. 
 
Participant: 
It wasn’t one of the other key points, Joel, if you could have the support you needed, you 
would be really comfortable with what you were doing and feel like you kind of arrived?  
Would that be the kind of team you’d want to be a part of? 
 
Joel: 
Yeah, as long as you’re given a fair chance.  You know, life’s not fair, but there’s some 
things that you get up against, and it’s ten to one against you. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, great questions, everyone.  Those guys are coming in, all of you, are just 
amazingly good questions.  I’m very proud of you.  I’m going to wrap it up a little bit now, 
okay, because I need to bring this to a close.  So, I might not do this as fast in this case, 
but I’m going to do it because we need to do it this evening.   
 
So, Joel, what sort of timeline are you looking at to be able to do something like this?  
Are you looking at sort of doing something soon?  What’s your general timeline?  Okay, 
listen to this everyone, if something came along that gave you the opportunity to make 
the move, get into sales if it was satisfactory to you. 
 
Joel: 
Yeah, I’m aggressively looking at that right now.  And I just haven’t found the timing right 
with the market. 
 
Michael: 
Is it something full-time you want to do, or is it part-time? 
 
Joel: 
Either.  I’m kind of open to both.   
 
Michael: 
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So you’re not presently working, is that correct? 
 
Joel: 
No, I’m working hard now.  I’m looking for some extra income to be honest with you. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so you’re looking for something that you could possibly move into.  Is that correct?   
 
Joel: 
Yeah, either part-time or - 
 
Michael: 
If you could do something part-time and move into it full-time sometime in the future, that 
would be useful to you? 
 
Joel: 
Yeah, actually before I was talking to you, I was looking for something full-time because I 
just wanted something more meaningful. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so could I ask you, do you have opportunity then to take something full-time?  
You’ve got enough money saved to be able to support you for a while? 
 
Joel: 
No, no, I probably wouldn’t quite be ready to do that. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so, it would probably be better for you to go part-time then I would - 
 
Joel: 
Probably, yes. 
 
Michael: 
All right.  Everyone see what I’m doing here? 
 
Participants: 
Yeah. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, helping him qualify himself, but don’t be afraid to go there; talk about the money.  
Do you have enough money to support yourself?  Let him come up with it, okay?  
Because it’s not fair to push a full-time thing at him if in fact he can’t really support 
himself, right?  So, go there; it’s fine.  We’ve got part-time opportunities or the full-time 
opportunities.   
 
Okay, let me wrap it up very quickly now, and then we’ll do some concluding stuff here.  I 
say, “Well, Joel, thank you for sharing all that with me.  The reason I asked you this is 
that I work for myself.  In fact I work part-time for myself.  I also have another job, which 
I’m moving away from.  My certain sense is on the same as yours but there is a little bit 
of similarity there; I want to move away from corporate America, and the way that I figure 
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I can do that is by setting up my own home-based business, which involves a fair 
amount of selling, and that was why I want to talk with you.   
 
I’d love to talk with you more about that as to what the products are and so on.  It’s not 
far off from some of the things that is in relationship to your field there.  And can we do 
that now?  Would you like to hear more about what it is that I do and reflect it against 
what it is that you’re looking for? 
 
Joel: 
Oh, yeah, man that’s good timing. 
 
Michael: 
Everyone okay with that?  I’m doing a very quick wrap up there.  I mean, I might not do it 
that way, but I think you get an idea. 
 
Joel: 
And one thought back to you, just from my end of it.  I mean, nobody’s ever done this in 
two years, and so it just shows me that, my goodness, you don’t really know somebody 
until you start talking to them. 
 
Michael: 
You just learned a bit more about yourself, that’s all, Joel. 
 
Joel: 
Yeah, I really did.  Boy, that shows me the reasons why I’m doing this.  If someone 
doesn’t help you with this, you have to do it on your own, and chances are you may or 
may not do it. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, okay.  Yeah, that’s very true.  Thank you.  Everyone, first of all, let’s thank Joel so 
much for his - 
 
Participants: 
Thank you, Joel. 
 
Joel: 
Thank you all for listening. 
 
Participant: 
You were wonderful! 
 
Joel: 
Well, thank you.  You all were, too. 
 
Michael: 
Well, everyone, that’s great. 
 
As you can see in this role play, the critical part you must play as a problem solver in 
your business is listening carefully to each of the clues that surface in response to 
questions asked of your potential business partner.   
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In essence, you must act like an investigator and take the time to not only find out the 
facts surrounding the other person's case, but you must also uncover beliefs and 
motives behind why people think the way they do, ……what got them into their present 
circumstances, and why they might take one course of action over another in 
relationship to using your product or service, or joining your business opportunity. 
 
Every clue that you uncover represents a piece of the puzzle that makes up the person's 
history and background.  Likewise, you will use many of these puzzle pieces as part of 
your solution when feeding back to people to help them solve the mystery of them 
getting what they want. 
 
So the thing to remember is… help people qualify and motivate themselves to make a 
change. Let them do all the work. It takes a lot less time and effort to ask about how 
people think and feel about their present circumstances and allow them to persuade 
themselves it’s time to make a change, than to try and coerce them with fancy selling 
techniques and tricks. Besides, the rewards are longer lasting for both of you. 
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Introducing Your Business and Products CD #2 

"What To Say When They Ask 'What Do You Do?'" 
 
In this short dialogue called "What to Say When They Ask 'What Do You Do?'", I'll open 
by asking Amy, a Network Marketing Distributor who I've just met, the question, 
 
'What do you do?'   
 
Notice how her response puts the focus on what she and her business can potentially do 
for ME.  How you respond to this question, as you'll discover in this role play, 
immediately creates either a negative or positive impression in the minds of others and, 
in fact, will determine whether or not they will be open to continuing the conversation 
with you. 
 
Let's join the Dialogue... 
 
Michael: 
Would you agree with me the first thirty seconds of meeting someone will decide 
whether they want to continue talking with you? 
 
Participants: 
Yeah.  Right. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so let’s do something here.  And I’d like to just have a volunteer that I want to ask 
a question or two of, okay?  By the way, let’s just give you a hint here.  When you 
volunteer, who do you think gets to learn the most about what’s going on? 
 
Participants: 
We do. 
 
Michael: 
The volunteer gets to.  Okay, so need a volunteer. 
 
Amy: 
I’ll do it. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, who is “I”? 
 
Amy: 
Amy from California. 
 
Michael: 
Amy, Hi. 
 
Amy: 
Good morning. 
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Michael: 
Amy, I’m going to ask you a question, okay?  I walk up to you in a meeting somewhere.  
I walk over to you, and I ask you a question.  So, Amy, what do you do? 
 
Amy: 
I help people find time and financial freedom. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, thank you.  Everyone got that?  Okay, I help people find time and financial 
freedom.  All right.  A nice response.  A very nice response.  Why is that, do you think? 
 
Participant: 
Because you don’t know what a person needs. 
 
Participant: 
It wasn’t focused on her. 
 
Michael: 
Wasn’t focused on her.  Anything else? 
 
Participant: 
Brief. 
 
Participant: 
It wasn’t product-oriented. 
 
Michael: 
It wasn’t product oriented; it was brief, yes.  Anything you didn’t like about it? 
 
Participant: 
She nearly forgot to introduce herself. 
 
Michael: 
Could be, yeah. 
 
Participant: 
You know, say, “Hi, my name’s Amy such and such,” okay?  But it was short and sweet. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, anything else 
 
Participant: 
It was also true, but it leaves lots of room for the conversation to go a different direction. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, it was a really nice, gentle way of introducing somebody, putting the focus on 
who? 
 
Participant: 
The other person. 
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Michael: 
You’re putting focus on the other person.  So, when someone asks you, then, what you 
do, how you reply can have either a negative, a zero or a positive effect.  And it’s what 
affect we’re looking for? 
 
Participants: 
Positive. 
 
Michael: 
A positive affect.  So it’s not important so much as what you do in business.  It’s how 
what you do that helps others that is important.  Okay, so write that down.  It’s how what 
you do that helps others that’s important.  So, it’s matter of problem solving.  It’s a matter 
of talking about or responding to people in a way that is helping someone solve their 
problems, not necessarily that person who asked a question.  But you put it out there 
that you are a problem solver; you are here to help.   
 
This is what you do.  It’s not, “I’m a nurse, I’m a doctor, I’m a whatever it is.”  It’s turning 
it around.  So, for example, here’s a way, okay, that I might respond to someone in 
respect to someone asks me, for example, what do I do?  What I’m doing is I’m thinking 
of what I do, my business in terms of its problem solving capabilities for other people and 
what it means to them or what it can potentially mean to them.  And I’m really giving it 
my best shot as it were to give it sort of a generic umbrella.  Tom Peters talks about this, 
the marketing guru.  My job is to solve problems, not to sell product.  And so many 
people focus on the product or specifics of the product.   
 
So, here’s how I might answer.  I might say something like this, “You know how many 
distributors get anxious and fearful about talking with people about their business and 
moving their business forward because of all that rejection they have to go through?  
Well, what I do is I train them how to eliminate rejection by changing the way they can 
talk with people that will attract people to them and get the results they’re looking for.  
Have you ever felt that way?”   
 
Everyone okay with that?  And I can vary that.  I can do what you just did.  Someone 
says, “What do you do?”  And let’s say we’re in an environment of network marketers.  I 
can say, “So, I appreciate you asking.  I train distributors how to eliminate rejection by 
changing the way they talk with people that will attract people to them, help them get the 
results that they’re looking for.  So, I can vary it a little bit.  Everyone got that? 
 
Participant: 
Yeah. 
 
Michael: 
Any questions on that? 
 
Participant: 
And so what I hear you saying is that you are keeping what you do focused on what you 
do for other people. 
 
Michael: 
Yes, that’s right. 
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Participant: 
Okay. 
 
When responding to the question, 'What do you do?', remember to convey what YOU do 
in terms of HOW the benefits your products and business can help others by helping 
them solve problems THEY could potentially be dealing with in their lives.   
 
By putting the focus on the other person, you leave the door to engaging others in rich, 
wide open Dialogue, thus allowing your conversations to move in any number of different 
directions that could quite possibly lead to a sale, or your adding a valuable member to 
your team. 
 
Create a vibration of attraction that piques people’s interest that who and what you are is 
something quite different from the ordinary  
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Introducing Your Business and Products CD #2 

"I Don't Want to Be A Salesperson" 
  
In this role play, I'll begin the Dialogue with Rita by addressing her statement, “I don't 
want to be a salesperson.”   
 
As you'll see, a person's previous experience with salespeople who used conventional 
selling techniques on them can potentially leave them feeling as if they want little to do 
with you and your business.  
 
Without question, your own experience, as well as what you have been taught about 
selling, can determine, to a significant degree, the level of fear or discomfort you have 
about selling and ultimately the level of success you will achieve in effectively 
communicating with others.   
 
Granted, there may be a lot of Distributor’s and salespeople who, being focused on their 
own agenda, use manipulative techniques and come off as pushy and not very helpful, 
but this doesn't mean that you have to approach your potential customers and partners 
the same way they do. 
 
What you're going to discover in this role play is that selling and promoting your business 
can be a very comfortable and enjoyable experience, in fact, one that can feel as natural 
as any conversation you might have with your closest friend.   
 
But, it's all in how you look at the selling process.  Is it a contest of wills, where you are 
attempting to make someone do something, which breeds tension and resistance?  Or, 
could it be that selling is something completely different…. that succeeding is sales 
could be as simple as learning how to ask people the right types of questions at the right 
time to discover if they have any problems you can help them solve with your products 
or business? 
 
Let's join the Dialogue... 
 
Rita: 
I don’t want to sell things.  I don’t want to be a salesperson. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, I would ask this question.  I think I might be able to appreciate that.  Can I ask why 
it is you don’t seem to be leaning very favorably toward selling? 
 
Rita: 
It’s not something I’ve ever done before. 
 
Michael: 
Okay. 
 
Rita: 
I’m not comfortable with it, and there’s lots of salespeople out there I don’t like. 
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Michael: 
So when you say you’re not comfortable with it and there are a lot of salespeople that 
you don’t like, is that your experience that people have treated you a certain way that 
you haven’t cared about? 
 
Rita: 
Yes, I feel pressure. 
 
Michael: 
Okay. 
 
Rita: 
And I don’t want to do that to people I know or people I don’t know. 
 
Michael: 
And has that happened to you all the time, every single salesperson you’ve ever 
approached or has approached you? 
 
Rita: 
No, no. 
 
Michael: 
Has there been some salespeople who you felt quite comfortable with? 
 
Rita: 
Yes, people that have been helpful. 
 
Michael: 
Have you ever thought of the difference between the two types, the ones that have 
made you feel very uncomfortable, have put your back up and those that have been very 
helpful? 
 
Rita: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Have you ever thought that there’s a difference there? 
 
Rita: 
Yes.  But I feel that everybody’s got a sales quota, and I’m not really important.  I’m a 
number. 
 
Michael: 
I think I can appreciate what you’re saying because in fact, selling does appear to have 
that, doesn’t it?  That’s a lot of people, they seem to very much focused on their agenda 
and persuading you to help them.  Would that be true? 
 
Rita: 
Right. 
 
Michael: 
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What if selling wasn’t what you thought it was?  What if, in fact, selling is what you think 
it is because that’s your experience?  What if there was a different slant on selling?  
Remember, you talked about there are some salespeople that you felt closer to because 
you felt that they were helpful.  What if selling could be more of that, of being helpful?  
Of, in fact, helping people? 
 
Rita: 
Then I might be interested. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Let’s pretend we’ve been talking about twenty minutes.  Is that okay? 
 
Rita: 
Fine. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, you and I have been talking about twenty minutes, and in that twenty minutes, 
what have we discovered during that time about yourself?  We’ve spoken about looking, 
that perhaps there might be a different way of selling.  I’ve spoken about using your 
words, remember, that you had said that some salespeople have in fact been helpful.  
And I’ve related that perhaps that could be a way.  And I’ve said, “So, for example, over 
this last twenty minutes, we’ve been talking mostly about who?”  In this last twenty 
minutes? 
 
Rita: 
Actually, we’ve been talking about me. 
 
Michael: 
About you.  And what have we discovered during this twenty minutes?  We’ve 
discovered that things weren’t really the way that you’d like them to be and that you 
would like to change, do something different.  Is that correct? 
 
Rita: 
Right. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, and during that time, did you feel any pressure from me?  Did you feel I was 
selling you anything? 
 
Rita: 
No, no, I didn’t. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, even when I suggested that I might know something that will be able to help you 
to get what you want?  Did you feel any pressure?  Did you feel that I was trying to sell 
you something? 
 
Rita: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
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So, in fact then, we were talking about you and finding out about you and what you want.  
Is that right? 
 
Rita: 
Right. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, well, what if that’s what selling was all about?  What if that was just simply doing 
what you and I were doing; is discovering, talking with people, discovering if they have 
any problems and what they are and whether we can help them, coming from a place of 
service that in fact, that’s what it’s all about?  None of that pushy stuff that you’ve had in 
the past, and I do appreciate that.  A lot of that goes on.  What if you could do something 
that is entirely different?  What if that’s what selling was all about, coming from a place of 
service and you could learn how to do that, do exactly what I’ve done with you? 
 
Rita: 
Well, then I’d have to be educated on that because that’s not my perception of selling.   
 
Michael: 
Okay, but would you be open to that if you could do that? 
 
Rita: 
Absolutely. 
 
Michael: 
All right.  And so if you were, would you be open to the idea of exploring more closely 
the type of business we’re in? 
 
Rita: 
Yes, I would.  Now, what kind of information are you going to give me so I can discover 
what your company’s all about or what you’re all about? 
 
Michael: 
Okay, I appreciate the question then.  I’d love to share that with you.  I gave you a very 
brief background on it, and before I answer that question, I can give you that information 
a lot of different ways.  What would you like to hear or to see?  What would be best for 
you?  What’s important to you before you start getting into any commitments, before 
taking a committed step? 
 
Rita: 
Okay, since I don’t like selling to begin with, and I’ll have to be educated on that, what I’d 
really like to know is how the residual income occurs. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  We can do that.  Is there anything else you’d like to know about? 
 
Rita: 
No, that’s pretty much what I’d like to know. 
 
Michael: 
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Okay.  I’m curious a little bit when you say that you don’t like selling and residual 
income.  Help me out here a little bit because I’m not sure if I quite understand what 
you’re talking about there. 
 
Rita: 
Okay.  I perceive selling as going out door-to-door, calling on people I don’t know, talking 
to my friends.  I’ve never been a salesperson.  That’s not my background. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, because really, we’re talking about issues of selling, isn’t it?  You’d like to be more 
comfortable so that you can do this. 
 
Rita: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Before you step forward.  Is that true? 
 
Rita: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Okay. 
 
Rita: 
But I’d also love to see how much of an impact that aspect has on how I would be 
compensated. 
 
Michael: 
So, let’s do that then.  Let’s address both.  Can I ask you a question first, because I will 
spend as much time as is needed for you to achieve what it is that you want to achieve 
as long as you’re prepared to commit to yourself to do the same thing.  Is that fair 
enough? 
 
Rita: 
Fair enough. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, and so if we do this, if at any time, you feel that this is not going to work for you, 
whether we’re talking about the company or talking about how you can sell, will you let 
me know?  Because I think that’s fair to both of us so that we don’t take up a lot of each 
other’s time if, in fact, this is not something that you want to do.  Would you do that for 
me? 
 
Rita: 
Absolutely.   
 
Michael: 
Okay.  That’s cool.  Okay, I’m going to stop there for a moment.  Is that fair enough, 
everyone?  Do you see where I’m coming from?  Any comments on that? 
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Participant: 
The interview was great.  I mean it just took it completely out, made her feel very 
comfortable, softened her up.  It was great.  Different conversation. 
 
Rita: 
Sincerity was showing. 
 
Michael: 
What I was trying to do in the end there…  Who basically is selling who?   
 
Participant: 
She’s selling herself. 
 
Michael: 
She’s selling herself.  At the same time, was I selling her?  Was I doing any selling on 
her in a conventional sense or any other sense? 
 
Participant: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
In other words, the whole point is not me trying to sell Rita to join me, it’s Rita selling 
herself that she’s prepared to make the commitment to make a change.  And if she’s not 
prepared to do that, for me personally, I’m going to assess whether, in fact, I want Rita 
on my team or not, or whether I can really help her or not.  Does this make sense, 
everyone?   
 
Okay, it’s Rita selling herself and Rita selling me on the idea that she’s going to make a 
change.  I’m going to help her do this but I’m going to ...  When I was…those last three 
or four questions, were quite heavy qualifying questions, like “Rita, I’m prepared to 
spend as much time as necessary to help you move forward in your life; however, are 
you prepared to do the same thing yourself?  And if you’re not then, I must assess 
whether I’m going to spend any time with you.  And it doesn’t matter to me whether you 
want to move a little bit or a lot.  It’s just that you must be prepared.”   
 
Okay, feedback or any questions, anyone? 
 
Rita: 
Okay, Michael, based on what I told you, would you send me a little information, would 
you send me a lot of information, or would you pick out the specific things that I had 
talked about, like how you earn money or what - 
 
Michael: 
No, I’d find out what you know about residual income, and I would suggest you a way if I 
might be able to help you there, depending on whether I was on the phone, whether you 
had a computer, whether you had two separate lines.  I would talk to you about the best 
way that you like to receive information, and I’d send you that information.  I wouldn’t 
send you very much more.  I would send that information, but if I was sending you a 
brochure or something that in the mail, I’d underline; I’d highlight the specific parts of 
what we had been talking about so that you could see that, so that you could go to that. 
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Rita: 
Okay, so you wouldn’t be sending a lot since I expressed an interest in residual income, 
without selling, you wouldn’t send me a lot of info on products; you’d send me more info 
on our compensation plan or how we get paid? 
 
Michael: 
I would send you information on what you had requested, and I might send you, it 
already depends on the conversation.  I might send you some additional information. 
 
Rita: 
Right, right, right. 
 
Michael: 
But I wouldn’t dump on top of you a lot of information.  I would send you something 
definitely about the company. 
 
Rita: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
So that you could review that. 
 
Participant: 
I have a question on that.  I’m sorry to interrupt. 
 
Michael: 
Go ahead. 
 
Participant: 
Would you send something, or would you meet with them if they’re in your area? 
 
Michael: 
If they wanted to meet, I would meet with them.  I’d meet with them definitely if they were 
someone who sounded very promising and really wanted to make a change, could make 
a difference in their lives, make a difference to help me move my business.  I’m just very 
cautious about meeting per se, because meeting takes a great deal of time. 
 
Participant: 
Okay. 
 
Michael: 
And it costs a lot of money; time is valuable, and it’s not that I’ve got an agenda of time.  
It’s just that the more time I spend with one person, the less time I have being able to 
help a lot more people.  You see where I’m coming from?  So I would suggest you use it 
wisely.  A lot of people have an objective to have a meeting, and they talk with someone.  
I would question that very seriously.  I would say that your objective is to establish 
whether someone really does need help and are they motivated to make a change.  If 
they are, then it’s wide-open as to what you would do and how you want to go about it.   
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The worse thing you can do is spend two hours preparing, going to meeting, going back 
again and at the meeting only to find out that the person really is not someone who really 
wants to change. 
 
Rita: 
I was just going to ask one quick thing and that was if you do send something, then, 
would you set up a definite follow-up time? 
 
Michael: 
Absolutely.  One-hundred percent you must do that, and you must lay out the details as 
well, whether you send something or you get them to take a commitment to take an 
action step because the committing stage, for example, is really about taking a series of 
action step forward.  And one of them is, “Okay, let’s get together on the phone,” or 
whatever it is by such and such.  “Is that a good time for you?  What is a good time for 
you?”  Nail it down.  How long do you need to be able to read this?  “I need until next 
Tuesday; I’ve got other things coming up.”  “Okay, shall I call you on Tuesday?”  “Yes.”  
“What time?”  “Seven o’clock.”  “Seven o’clock your time or seven o’clock my time?”  “My 
time.”  “Okay, so could you put that in your diary then?  Maybe we’ll need about twenty 
minutes or half an hour?  Is that good quiet time for you?  Great.  Okay, so I’ll give you a 
call, and before we leave, you’ve got my number.  Would you please, if you can’t make 
that time, give me notice?  Let me know, because that enables me then to free up my 
time to talk with someone else.  Would you do that for me?”  These are the kinds of 
things that I ask. 
 
Rita: 
Great.  Thank you. 
 
Michael: 
Are you all right with that? 
 
Rita: 
Yes, very good. 
 
Michael: 
All right.  
 
Participant: 
Now my question on the same thing is when Rita was talking to you, and she’s so far 
from this kind of person that I almost had to laugh, but when she was speaking to you, I 
mean, I’m all for discovering, Michael, but if I hear this personality that’s not very lively, 
not very interested, really doesn’t appear to me, do you continue to be benevolent and 
try to problem solve for this person, or do you just end the conversation, or do you never 
say die?  
 
Michael: 
You know, it’s a matter of personal choice at the time.  I don’t think there’s any answer to 
it.  Here’s one of the things - if this person really is hurting and is struggling and just is 
lost and doesn’t know what to do, I would help them to discover it.  I’m not trying to solve 
their problem for them; I’m helping them solve their problem because there’s a difference 
between solving their problem and helping them, because I don’t believe we can solve 
people’s problems.  The only person who can solve your problems are you.   
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Participant: 
Right. 
 
Michael: 
Would you agree with that?  So that’s one thing.  If I really assess a person is really not 
going to do anything, I mean, there are people who are just so comfortable in their 
discomfort; they’re so stuck that they’re never ever going to move, and they come up 
with being very cynical, and we know those people; it’s not making a judgment.  It’s just 
that’s the way they are, then I will drift the conversation away.  I won’t take the 
conversation forward.  However, there’s another clue.  If I’ve got spare time, I’ll continue 
it because it’s great practice. 
 
Participant: 
I knew you were going to say that, and that’s one of the things that, and I could hear 
that.  That makes sense that it is good practice.  So, you’re saying that it’s your call.  
When you hear enough to make you feel that perhaps you just can’t help this person; 
they don’t want to be helped, and after years and years and years of working with 
people, you don’t want to become jilted, but you can sometimes hear that there’s a 
consistency there. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah. 
 
Participant: 
Then you have a little place where you just say this is not going to work, and this, I think, 
is where younger people in our industry believe it’s the industry that does not work 
instead of the fact there are a lot of people who don’t want to work. 
 
Michael: 
It’s not the industry.  The industry works.  The industry is perfectly fine, thank you very 
much.  What isn’t working if anything isn’t working is the person’s ability to be able to 
communicate, and that’s what it’s all about.  And you will hear people say, “Gee, network 
marketing, ha!  I’ve had three friends who’ve gotten nowhere in that because, because, 
because.”  And I’ll listen to it, and I’ll ask questions around it.   
 
So did they have any experience with selling or business before?  And so what 
happened there?  I say, well, let me ask you, could it be the reason that they failed 
wasn’t so much because of the industry, it was because perhaps then, they didn’t have 
the correct training?  Or that they weren’t experienced enough, or whatever that comes 
up.  And you’ll find that most people are very reasonable about it, and they’ll say, “Yeah, 
that could well be.”  Ant this is what I mean about helping people shift their beliefs.  
Could it be the reason that?  Or what if the reason was that?  How are you going to get 
some background information first?  It’s very difficult to just say, “Well, what if the reason 
was that they didn’t whatever?”  And this is great practice, just lovely practice. 
 
Rita: 
Basically, you should ask a LOT of questions.   
 
Michael: 
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The whole thing is that you’d be surprised how many questions you can get out in a 
very, very short amount of time.  It’s the fastest way I know of talking with people and 
dissecting them and working out whether in fact they’re going to be people who are 
motivated to make a change.  But, make sure you’ve spent enough time on the front end 
to determine their level of motivation. 
 
The Network Marketing Industry is probably the most ethical type of Business you can 
participate in. It's one of, if not the only industry I know of, that provides an equal 
opportunity for anyone willing to learn, work and change to achieve levels of financial 
well being few other industries can offer.   
 
Network Marketing can also provide you the opportunity and privilege of helping others 
transform their lives in ways that even they never thought was possible. 
 
Having listened to this role play, I trust you now have a better understanding of how you 
can truly be of service to others and how, through the Dialogue process, you can help 
people discover -- and shift beliefs that may be holding them back from experiencing the 
many benefits of your products while helping them realize their dreams through their 
participation in Network Marketing.   
 
Simply learning and using the 4 Principles of Natural Selling to help others solve their 
problems, and demonstrate to them that there is an alternative to conventional selling 
techniques, you will dramatically enhance your communications skills with others, 
increase your sense of inner peace and fulfillment, and increase your bottom line. 
 
When you effectively Dialogue and honor others concerns, you'll discover that when 
people say things such as “I don’t want to be a salesperson” they’ll be much more 
attracted to you and interested in what you have to say and much more likely to embrace 
your solutions.   
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Introducing Your Business and Products CD #2 

"How To Motivate Customers To Use Your Product" 
 
If you haven't already encountered the following situation, it’s almost a sure thing that 
you will at some time in your Network Marketing career.   
 
Have you ever followed up with a customer, or someone who it trialing your product, only 
to find that they're not using it for one reason or another? 
 
It can be a problem can’t it? Because if they don’t use and feel the benefits of it, they are 
unlikely to be a customer much longer, and all the initial work you put in will have been 
wasted. 
 
So, what do you do?   
 
Do you get upset or begin telling them what you think they ought to do?   
 
As you'll see in this role play, the best way to address this kind of situation is to enter a 
Dialogue...just like you did when you presented your solution that ended in the sale...and 
ask them questions around their reasons for not taking advantage of the benefits of what 
your product can give them 
 
Let's join the Dialogue... 
 
Janine: 
This is Janine, and I have a person that has purchased some products, like for example 
a magstep and they’re sitting on the fridge.  Keeps walking around with hurt knee and a 
bad ankle, and I don’t understand how can I get them to rethink the fact that they’ve got 
something that probably didn’t help their situation in the past, but maybe it would help 
this?  How can you get them to think about, without telling in a situation like that where 
people already own the products, but they’re not using them? 
 
Michael: 
Okay, you be that person for a second. 
 
Janine: 
Okay. 
 
Michael: 
So you’re walking around.  I guess you’re obviously in a bit of discomfort, huh? 
 
Janine: 
Yes, I am. 
 
Michael: 
And it’s your knee? 
 
Janine: 
Uh, my ankle and now then my knee is bothering me, too. 
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Michael: 
All right, so then let’s start from here.  Okay, Janine, your ankle still bothering you? 
 
Janine: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
I notice that you seem to be hobbling around a little bit there. 
 
Janine: 
Yeah.  Can’t even play golf right now. 
 
Michael: 
Oh really?  And so, we’ve talked about this before.  I mean, so how are you feeling about 
that now? 
 
Janine: 
Well, I’ve been to the doctor, and they gave me some medicine, but it really upsets my 
stomach. 
 
Michael: 
I’m curious, Janine.  Two weeks ago, we explored the idea of magnetic product 
technology helping you and perhaps eliminating all of that discomfort, and yet I noticed 
that the magstep that we talked about is still on the fridge, and you’re not using them.  
I’m just curious why that you’re not using them. 
 
Janine: 
Well, I guess I haven’t even really thought about them. 
 
Michael: 
Janine, you’re in pain there.  You’re obviously in a great deal of discomfort.  Why 
wouldn’t you think about them?  I mean, are you happy with your discomfort there? 
 
Janine: 
No, I’m not happy, but I guess I don’t know that they really will work, and so I don’t even 
think about taking them off the fridge to use them for that particular situation. 
  
Michael: 
How will you find out if they will work or not? 
 
Janine: 
Well, that’s a good question.  I guess I’d have to put them on. 
 
Michael: 
So, Janine, when are you going to do that? 
 
Janine: 
Well, maybe I can try them tomorrow.  It’s a little late tonight.  I’ll be going to bed, and so 
I’ll try to remember to do it tomorrow and see if that works. 
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Michael: 
Okay, so you will attempt then to utilize them and to take advantage of them and start 
getting better.  Is that right? 
 
Janine: 
I guess.  What have I got to lose?  I already own them. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Is there any other reason you’re not doing anything? 
 
Janine: 
No, I don’t know there is.  Probably just haven’t put two and two together thinking that 
there is an answer in those.  I’ve used them in the past, and it seems that they’ve never 
worked like, I guess, I just think maybe they won’t work this time either. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, well, will you promise me something, Janine?  Because I’m really concerned 
about this.  Will you promise me that you’ll get them off the top of that fridge, you will cut 
them to size to fit inside your shoes, and you’ll wear them every single day in all your 
pairs of shoes; you’re going to wear them for at least the next three weeks so that you 
can start feeling the benefits of them?  Will you promise me you’ll do that? 
 
Janine: 
Well, I will give it a good try. 
 
Michael: 
Oh, no Janine.  Come on, you’ve bought them, and I’m concerned about it.  Will you 
promise?  I tell you what, don’t even promise me.  You promise yourself you will wear 
them these next three weeks in all your pairs of shoes that you can start getting the relief 
that you’re looking for in your ankle? 
 
Janine: 
Yes, I can do that. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, well, I’m going to hold you to that, Janine, and if you don’t mind, I’m going to 
check up on your occasionally.  Would that be all right? 
 
Janine: 
Okay. 
 
Michael: 
All right.  Thank you. 
 
Janine: 
One of the things that I like that you did, this actually happened on a real conversation, 
was that you made this person commit.  I didn’t think to do that. 
 
Michael: 
Okay. 
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Janine: 
And I think that was the thing that I missed out on. 
 
Whether you're making an initial sales call, presenting your solution, or doing follow up, 
the principles you employ to be of service and help other solve their problems remains 
the same...asking the right types of questions as the right time that allow others to come 
up with their own answers and solutions.  
 
Change is something that is difficult for some people to do. Their habits can be deeply 
engrained and the challenge can be as simple as remembering to do something 
different. So particularly in these kinds of situations, be supportive by helping others take 
the necessary steps they need in order to receive the benefits of what they have 
bought...for their reasons, not yours.  
 
By the way, the use of Solution Questions such, "how do you see resolving this problem" 
and Consequence Questions such as, "so do you think anything is going to change if 
you don’t use this product as you said you would", are very powerful types of questions 
to ask. They put the responsibility where they belong… fair and square on the other 
person's shoulders!  You don’t need to use persuasion techniques when you know how 
to ask questions that allow people to persuade themselves! 
 
And the nice thing is, when you do this, both you and your customers get what you want. 
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Introducing Your Business and Products CD #2 

"Let Your Business Give Them the Feelings They Want  
and They'll Want Your Business" 

 
In this role play called "Let Your Business Give Them the Feelings They Want and 
They'll Want Your Business", I'll begin the Dialogue with Sandi by asking, "Could you 
give me an idea what you're looking for to make sure what I've got meets your needs?", 
Then I’ll invite participants on the call to develop the conversation. 
 
As you listen to this role play, pay particular attention to the importance of not jumping in 
too quickly with your solutions before you understand where the other person is coming 
from.   
 
As important as it is to ask needs awareness and development questions to get a picture 
of the person's history, it's also critical that you listen to the person's tonality, which 
reveals a wealth of information about their feelings.   
 
A successful Dialogue allows you to draw out the other person's answers and potential 
solutions.  When you get the "up front" information based on both their internal and 
external needs, it will be much easier to feedback your solution in a meaningful way. 
 
Let's join the Dialogue... 
 
Michael: 
So, quick role-play, then.  Let’s set it up this way.  Who would like to be interviewed? 
 
Sandy: 
I’ll be. 
 
Michael: 
Who’s that? 
 
Sandy: 
This is Sandy in California. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, Sandy.  So, Sandy, let’s set it up this way.  You’ve answered an ad somewhere.  
You’ve said basically that you’re interested in starting up your own business.  Something 
caught you one day, perhaps you got a bit fed up with where you were, and so you 
needed to go back into that present moment where you were before you were involved 
in your present business.  You okay with that? 
 
Sandy: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
And so let’s start the conversation going, and let’s get to the point where we’ve made the 
introduction to you.  We’ve called you.  We’re all going to do this together.  So we’re 
going to pretend we’re all one, and we’re talking with you.  And we just called you, made 
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the introduction, and we’ve asked you what it was and then to the point where we sort of 
say we’re asking what it is you’re looking for, okay?  And so I’ll ask the question, and 
we’ll let if flow from there.   
 
Everyone okay with this?  So, we’re all in this together.  So, we’ll introduce ourselves, 
and I’ll say something like. “So Sandy, before I get into what I’m doing and everything, 
perhaps you could give me an idea as to what it is you’re looking for, so I can focus on 
you a little bit and make sure that what I’ve got might meet your needs.” 
 
Sandy: 
I’m looking for a home-based business where I can have some free time to myself and 
then time to be with my family. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, and when you say with your family?  You married?  You have children and so on?   
 
Sandy: 
I have grandchildren and a mother I’m taking care of that I want to have time with that I 
don’t because I’m teaching school right now.  I’d like to stop that and be able to plan my 
own time to be with those that I love. 
 
Michael: 
Oh.  So, when you say teaching school, what do you teach? 
 
Sandy: 
I teach kindergarten. 
 
Michael: 
Oh, really?  How long have you been doing that? 
 
Sandy: 
Seven years this time, and a couple of years when I was in my 20s. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Can you hold that thought then?  All right, people, what have we got here? Where 
can we go with this? 
 
Participant: 
Here love for kids… does she enjoy being a teacher. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  Okay, ask her a question then. 
 
Participant: 
How do you like being a teacher? 
 
Sandy: 
Oh, I love being a teacher.  I love helping others, and I feel like I’m helping kids, but what 
I don’t like is not having my time to myself. 
 
Michael: 
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Okay. 
 
Participant: 
What do you mean by that? 
 
Sandy: 
I have to go to school everyday, and be there at 8:30 and work ‘til 4:30, 5:00 and come 
home and get ready for the next day.  Not much time left over for my family. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, can I suggest something here?  When we say how to make you feel, let me throw 
that out to the class.  I wouldn’t go there.  Anyone know why? 
 
Participant: 
It might bring up too many direct negative feelings. 
 
Michael: 
Could be.  What else? Anyone else got an idea? 
 
Participants: 
Too soon.  Too personal. 
 
Michael: 
Yes, it’s too soon and too personal.  You’re going too soon and too personal.  Let me 
ask you this.  What kind of feelings is Sandy already giving you from the basis of the way 
she has spoken to you? 
 
Participants: 
Problems.  Bored.  Frustration. 
 
Michael: 
She has surely given you a lot of feelings already. You can come back to it.  You’ve 
already got a huge clue here.  Now the time is to leave it alone.  Everyone okay with 
this?  Okay, back off from this now because she’s already put that to you.  She’s an 
upfront lady; she’s being quite there.  And by the way, you speak with people like this, 
from my own experience, most people will be upfront with you.  Okay, it’s where you’re 
coming from that’s really keen, cause when I start a conversation where they’re starting 
fairly bouncy and kind of, you know, moving forward.  Everyone okay with that?  Any fear 
in my voice? 
 
Participant: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
Any hesitancy there?  No, I’m going to focus on Sandy.  And was she willing with her 
information?  Yeah, people will be.  Most people will be, okay? 
 
Participant: 
And it almost sounds like she’s already given you the background and the needs part. 
 
Michael: 
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It’s amazing how quickly people will give you that information.  And what do most 
distributors do?   
 
Participant: 
They stop there. 
 
Michael: 
They stop there, and what? 
 
Participant: 
Jump off their idea. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, they just jump right in!  Well, do we know anything about Sandy?  No, but if you 
listen to what Sandy is saying, she has given us in a very short amount of time, a huge 
amount of information, right?  But it’s a fraction of what we’re going to actually get.  
Okay?  So, change direction just a little bit.  When I say change direction, use the 
kindergarten but stay with some background questions a moment.  We’ve already gone 
into needs awareness, and we’ve already developed that little bit.  Go back to 
background questions.  Find out more about kindergarten.  What can we do about that?   
 
Participant: 
What are you into about your kindergarten children? 
 
Michael: 
I would get a little bit more factual than that.  Go back, go back to factual stuff.  How long 
has Sandy been working in kindergarten? 
 
Participant: 
Seven years. 
 
Michael: 
Seven years.  That’s right.  And Sandy is what?  A grandmother? 
 
Sandy: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Yes, she’s a grandmother, right?  She said she’s a grandmother.  So, roughly what age 
would that put Sandy?  An age range? 
 
Participant: 
Forties, fifties, sixties. 
 
Michael: 
Somewhere forties, sixties, something like that, right?  There’s some amazingly young 
grandmothers around nowadays, right?  So, I mean, if she’s been a kindergarten teacher 
for seven years… 
 
Participant: 
What did you do before you taught kindergarten? 
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Michael: 
Yeah, that’s great.  There you go.  Yeah, so Sandy, tell me what did you do before you 
taught kindergarten? 
 
Sandy: 
Built homes with my husband and developed property and had built beautiful gardens, 
prize winning gardens, developed them. 
 
Michael: 
Wow, wow!  Next questions, anyone? 
 
Participant: 
Why did you switch from that? 
 
Sandy: 
Yeah, I switched from the gardening to teaching in order to get myself a living after I got 
divorced. 
 
Michael: 
All right.  Next question. 
 
Participant: 
You sound like you really loved creating those beautiful gardens. 
 
Sandy: 
I did!  I loved doing the gardens, and I love kindergarten teaching.  Being with people 
and helping kids.  I really love to help kids and help people. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, here’s where I go.  So what was it about the gardening that you liked so much? 
 
Sandy: 
Oh, I really loved growing my own food and putting in seaweed and potash and all that 
good, all those good things that are missing from the soil and being able to eat that good 
food and being healthy. 
 
Michael: 
See how much information we’re getting here, everyone?  Okay, and this information is 
useful for us to a certain extent because it’s giving a good picture of where Sandy’s 
coming from.  So we might be able to use that information a little bit later to feed back to 
her, but it gives us a broader picture here.  It also, what is happening in this conversation 
then asking these questions, moving ourselves away from the business and talking 
about gardening, her time is about growing.  What is happening in this process? 
 
Participant: 
Switching the focus to her. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, what else? 
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Participant: 
You’re building a rapport. 
 
Michael: 
We’re building a rapport.  You see, we’ve already established the rapport.  Are you with 
me here?  We’re now running down the track together.  We’re now holding hands 
together, okay?  And we’re skipping and jumping, and we’re laughing and we’re talking.  
You see what I’m talking about here?  But getting a lot of information upfront and then 
we’re drawing and going back further to get some history, where Sandy’s feeling, this I’m 
assuming…  Sandy’s feeling, “Hey this person’s pretty interesting, is interested in me”, 
and she’s letting her own stuff flow out at the same time.  Everyone okay with that?   
 
This is how you build relationships.  And it’s worth staying here.  Even a long-distance 
phone call is worth just staying here.  So, let’s go back to kindergarten now.  We’ve got a 
bit of information, and we can expand that.  Anybody got any more questions before I go 
back to the kindergarten?  Anyone got any other questions regarding the gardening and- 
 
Participant: 
Would you like to do that type of thing again? 
 
Michael: 
Great question!  Yeah, let’s go with that. 
 
Sandy: 
No, I wouldn’t.  I feel I have done it enough. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, let’s go with a why question then.  Can I ask you why, Sandy? 
 
Sandy: 
I’m ready for a change, and I can’t get the time that I want, the time freedom that I want 
with working a full-time job. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Another clue there.  Okay, everyone?  Okay, why question, another clue. This 
working for you guys? 
 
Participants: 
Yeah. 
 
Michael: 
Analyze this conversation, okay?  Anybody else got anything there? 
 
Participant: 
The time freedom to do what? 
 
Sandy: 
Well, to be with my family and to learn to meditate and get closer to the Spirit.  
 
Michael: 
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Okay, be careful of the question when you said the time freedom to do what, because 
why? 
 
Participant: 
Too personal. 
 
Participant: 
She already told us that. 
 
Michael: 
That’s right.  She already told us that.  Okay, be very careful because if you do that, then 
there’s chance that you’re demonstrating that you haven’t what?   
 
Participant: 
Listened closely. 
 
Michael: 
Listened.  Okay. Yeah, okay.  And it’s okay, you know, I’m not putting it back on whoever 
said that, it’s just that here is a demonstration; we do it all the time because we’re still 
thinking.  Feed off the questions, okay, you’ve got so much information here from Sandy.  
It’s just unbelievable.  We can spend the next half hour talking about Sandy.  No trouble 
at all.  Okay, carry on. 
 
Participant: 
Are you not concerned that by leaving teaching you’re going to be leaving the security of 
a pension and things like that? 
 
Sandy: 
I do have enough income to get by.  That isn’t my only income.  It’s really important to 
me that I do what feels right in my heart in my life, and it no longer feels right in my heart 
for me to teach. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Focus on the teaching right now.  It’s going to reinforce something right now.  Ask 
a question about the teaching.  She went into teaching.  What’s the question? 
 
Participant: 
What didn’t you like about the teaching? 
 
Michael: 
No, not that one. 
 
Participant: 
No? 
 
Michael: 
Stay on the positive side a little bit.  Okay, I’ll put it for you.  So, Sandy, when you 
decided to change then from the gardening with you husband, what made you decide to 
teach kindergarten? 
 
Sandy: 
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Oh, I love the spontaneity of five-year olds.  And their imagination, playful.  I’m a very 
playful person, and I love playing with them and doing music and dancing. 
 
Michael: 
But that’s no longer working for you then, is that right? 
 
Sandy: 
No.  No, it’s not.  So now I do it with my grandsons! 
 
Michael: 
Cool.  Oh, all right.  Let’s take this now everyone.  Let’s find out something here.  We’ve 
done some background questions; we’ve done some needs awareness, needs 
development questions.  These are the kinds of questions we’re talking about.  We’ve 
been going back and forth a little bit between these.  Everyone see that? 
 
Participants: 
Yeah. 
 
Michael: 
Everyone comfortable with that so far?  Any questions around it?  Just before we 
proceed? 
 
Sandy: 
I have a question.  This is Sandy. 
 
Michael: 
Yes? 
 
Sandy: 
I would want to know if I was asking the questions, how to get to where I really am inside 
me, which is my work has to be a service to mankind in order for me to do it.  That’s the 
essence, the most important thing of whatever work I do. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah? 
 
Sandy: 
So, how would I ask that question or get to that with the person. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, if you were asked, is that what you’re saying? 
 
Sandy: 
Yeah, I mean, I haven’t been asked that really. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, you haven’t been asked it, so what’s very apparent to all of us, class? 
 
Participant: 
Well, the next question is what is it she’s looking for? 
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Michael: 
Has she already told us that to a great extent? 
 
Participant: 
Yeah. 
 
Michael: 
Has she surfaced the answers? 
 
Participant: 
Well, no, she hasn’t told us.  She’s told us she’s looking for more time, but she hasn’t 
told us what she’s really looking for as far as where she’s looked, and - 
 
Michael: 
Okay, that’s very relevant.  Let me just take two things there.  The answers.  She’s 
already come up with her own answers, hasn’t she?  Remember, there’s a difference 
between answers and solutions.  Everyone okay with that?  Okay, her answers, what is 
it that she’s looking for? 
 
Participant: 
She wants to do things that she wants to do. 
 
Michael: 
Which is what? 
 
Michael: 
Which is what?  What are the things that she wants to do? 
 
Participants: 
She wants to spend time with her family. 
 
Michael: 
Yes.   
 
Participant: 
She wants to learn more about spirituality. 
 
Michael: 
Yes.  She wants to meditate, she wants to serve; she already said that earlier.  She said, 
“I want to be able to help people.  I love hoping people.  I love being with people.”  She 
used those words.  Those are the answers.  Those are the things that she looking for.  
Are those external or internal? 
 
Participant: 
Internal. 
 
Michael: 
Those are internal.  Remember problems come in pairs, right?  Everyone with me?  
Problems come in pairs.  Logical and personal.  This is the stuff we’re talking about.  
We’re not talking about the logical side at the moment, but it’s a very relevant point 
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because there’s two points.  I don’t know who brought that out but now it’s a matter of 
finding that out, going into what questions?   
 
Participant: 
Solution. 
 
Michael: 
Solution questions.  Okay, it’s very good timing to go into that.  What would be a solution 
question? 
 
Participant: 
What have you looked for so far?  
 
Michael: 
Perfect!  Great!  Great one!  Yeah, you could ask a lot of different ways.  Yeah, great 
one!   Okay, where can we go with this? 
 
Participant: 
If I was able to show you an opportunity where - 
 
Michael: 
A little too soon.  Going to break in there for a moment.  A little too soon.   
 
Participant: 
I’m inclined to sort of recap and mirror her a little bit.  So, if I understand what you’re 
saying, what you’re looking for is a business that you can do from home to have the time 
to spend with your family and at the same time be doing something that’s important to 
you in helping others.  Is that correct? 
 
Sandy: 
Yes, that’s quite correct.  And then it’s the importance to me is key. 
 
Michael: 
Wonderful feedback.  Excellent.  Just great.  That feedback with Sandy’s response?  It’s 
what she’s just - 
 
Participants: 
Mirror.  Yeah, confirmed it. 
 
Michael: 
Confirmed it.  What else? 
 
Participant: 
Is that a summary question? 
 
Participant: 
We’re ready. 
 
Michael: 
She’s anchored.  She’s anchored.  She’s confirmed. You’re on the same wavelength.  
You’re really on the same - 
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Participant: 
Aren’t we ready to go qualify? 
 
Michael: 
I think we’re in an excellent time to go to qualify, yeah.  How could we qualify? 
 
Participant: 
The question you gave us is are you prepared to change your present situation.  She 
already told us that. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah. 
 
Participant: 
So, aren’t we ready to invite her to look to what we have? 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  How could you phrase that? 
 
Participant: 
Well, except she’s already called to take a look, so would we ask her what attracted her 
to look at our ad? 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  Could do.  This is where I would summarize it a little bit from the point of view of 
asking a question, making a statement.  Here’s how I would do it.  I would say something 
like, “So, Sandy, then, if’ the business that I’m in that can give you those sorts of things - 
if they can give you the freedom that you want to be with your grandchildren, give you 
the time to get into your own spirituality, then I sense that the ability to help people was 
really important to you.  If what I could offer do those things, is that something that would 
be of interest to you?  Is that something that you really would like to look at then?” 
 
Sandy: 
Yes, definitely.   
 
Michael: 
Okay, and it’s really what?  It’s a repeat of your summary, isn’t it? 
 
Sandy: 
Yeah.   
 
Michael: 
Everyone with me, okay?  And now, this is where you will, what?   
 
Participant: 
Set up an appointment to do that or continue. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, I would.  Now what?   
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Participant: 
We’re ready to ask for the appointment. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, I’m ready to ask 
 
Participant: 
Where she wanted to take it. 
 
Michael: 
This is over the telephone, right?  Long-distance it’s long-distance, so what are we going 
to want to do now? 
 
Participant: 
We want to send her some information. 
 
Michael: 
No.  No, no. 
 
Participant: 
No! 
 
Michael: 
Stop it.  Don’t be naughty. 
 
Participant: 
Can we set an appointment to talk again? 
 
Michael: 
No! 
 
Participant: 
No? 
 
Michael: 
She’s on the phone!  She’s on the phone!  She’s animated. Is this lady ready to go? 
 
Participant: 
She’s ready. 
 
Michael: 
She’s ready to go! 
 
Participant: 
We’re ready to give her our little - 
 
Michael: 
There you go. 
 
Participant: 
Introductory. 
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Michael: 
Yeah!  There you go. 
 
Participant: 
Is that what we call it? 
 
Michael: 
Yes, yes.  Whatever you want to do, but now you’re going to tell Sandy where it is you’re 
going.  Say, “Well, Sandy,” I’m going to make this up, because I’m familiar with this.  
“Well, Sandy, I work with a nutritional company, the XYZ nutritional company.  Have you 
ever heard of it at all?” 
 
Sandy: 
Yes, I have.  But I don’t know much about them. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  Have you ever thought about nutritional products and health care products as - 
 
Sandy: 
Definitely. 
 
Michael: 
You have? 
 
Sandy: 
Yes, that’s why I was gardening and trying to be as healthy as I could be. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, but have you looked at any companies? 
 
Sandy: 
Not yet, no. 
 
Michael: 
You haven’t?  But this type of thing does possibly inspire you? 
 
Sandy: 
Definitely, and then I could be helping other people that way. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, how do you see that as helping other people?  I’m curious. 
 
Sandy: 
With their health. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so I just want to focus on that because I know that’s important to you but I just 
wanted to get a picture of how you see it.  Do you see it any other way than helping 
people? 
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Sandy: 
Well, I would hope that they could work with me.  I would hope that there was an 
opportunity for that in whatever I chose so that I could help people that needed more 
money. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so you see it as two ways then: helping people with their health as well as helping 
them move forward in their lives.  Okay, that appeals to you. 
 
Sandy: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
What do you know about nutritionals? 
 
Sandy: 
I know that we need to take them, and I’m already taking some, but I don’t think they’re 
very good. 
 
Michael: 
Okay.  Anyone want to throw in a question here?  Anyone got any burning questions 
they’ve got coming up? 
 
Participant: 
What do you think is wrong with the nutritionals that you’re taking? 
 
Sandy: 
They’re not working.  My scans every year don’t show an increase in bone density.  I’m 
actually very discouraged about them. 
 
Michael: 
And do you still continue taking them? 
 
Sandy: 
Yeah, I don’t know what else to do. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so you’re looking for an alternative then if you could find one? 
 
Sandy: 
Yes, for my own health. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, well, perhaps we should explore a little bit more about the ones that we have….  
Now, what we do here, we’re on the web site, most of us, aren’t we?  Sandy, do you 
have access to a computer? 
 
Sandy: 
Yes, I do. 
 
Michael: 
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Are you able to get the computer now at all - fired up while we’re talking? 
 
Sandy: 
No, I have just the one line. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, well, let me give you the web site address that you can write down, that you can 
refer to.  You can look at that.  And let’s stop here just a moment, okay?  What we’re 
doing here…have we reached Chicago, everyone?   
 
Participant: 
Yeah. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, where are we going now? 
Participant: 
New York.   
 
Michael: 
We’re going to New York or Boston, all right?  Okay?  Yeah. That’s basically; we’ve 
reached that point. We’re now talking about how we can move Sandy forward into 
looking at whatever it is that she’s looking at and each time she replies, she just keeps 
coming with new information, doesn’t she?  Any questions before we start wrapping up? 
 
Participant: 
Why don’t we want to send her information? 
 
Michael: 
Okay, we do want to send her information.  It’s a matter of what information we do want 
to send, and what I’m suggesting is to send her information at this stage or talk, you 
know, I heard a number of things set up another time to talk with her and -  Okay, now’s 
the time.  Talk about what it is that you’ve got so that you can develop another five, ten 
minutes conversation and know what?   
 
Participants: 
What information. 
 
Michael: 
What information to send her.  Let her choose.  That’s why I said no.  I didn’t mean don’t 
send her information.  Don’t rush in there, okay?  Develop it.  Develop it some more.  
We’ve got ourselves a person here who is motivated, who wants to make a change 
relationship.  Don’t let the relationship go.  Talk.  Chat.  Be friends.  Have a go back and 
forth.  It’s a discussion now.  Talk about things. Spend time.  Talk about these things.  
Sandy sound like a person that you want on your team? 
 
Participant: 
Heck, yeah. 
 
Michael: 
You want to get off the phone as soon as you can? 
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Participants: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
No. 
 
Participant: 
You want to clone her. 
 
Michael: 
You want to talk with her.  Say, “Sandy, look, I’ve been working with this company for a 
couple of years, and I’m very happy with it.  It might be for you; it might not be for you, 
but I’d like to spend some more time talking with you.  Can we continue talking and 
discovering more about each other and seeing whether this is something that can 
possibly work for you” and ask her permission.  Can we spend more time?  Everyone 
okay? 
 
Participant: 
That’s great. 
 
Michael: 
And just continue talking and do what you do.  Get into a discussion. This useful to you? 
 
Participant: 
Very much. 
 
Michael: 
Okay. 
 
Participant: 
Whole picture in one conversation. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah, it’s so powerful, isn’t it?  And just expect to have conversations like these.  Have 
expectations you’re going to have conversations, and you have them.  You will 
continually have them - get rid of your attachment to the outcome, and focus on the 
Chicago base.  Focus on understanding where that person is and successfully segueing 
into what it is that you have to offer, and with Sandy, it was a fairly quick conversation 
overall if you cut all the stuff out.  It was a fairly quick conversation.  Everyone agree? 
 
Participant: 
Yes. 
 
Michael: 
Okay, so Chicago is the key.  Chicago is the destination.  Find that out, and if you’ve got 
an unmotivated person or a person who is wishy-washy, and let’s say Sandy was all 
over the place and was this that and the other, do you want to take this conversation 
very much further? 
 
Participant: 
No. 
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Participant: 
Probably not. 
 
Michael: 
Everyone okay with that?  Okay, because there are thousands of people that you can 
talk with.  Literally thousands of people, and you just need to quickly move on to other 
opportunities, okay. 
 
As you can see, Dialoguing is a "mirroring process" that helps your potential customers 
and business partners see their situation in a new light ... in a light they may be seeing 
for the very first time.   
 
When you feedback your solution based on their criteria, thus fulfilling their external and 
internal needs, most people will respond in a positive way to your qualifying questions 
and will want to hear more about your products and business opportunity. 
 
Let me also stress the importance of not jumping to any conclusions about how to help 
others take the next step.  If they respond positively to your offer and ask for more 
information, give them the choice of the various sales aids that you have, such as a 
brochure or CD’s, website, a 3-way conference call or a personal visit (if appropriate).   
 
Always ask your prospective client what would work best for them, and when available, 
take the time while on the call to build a personal relationship, especially when you have 
a highly motivated person on the line whose is seriously looking to make a change in 
their life. And remember, you will always get what you expect on your calls.   
 
If you expect the worst, you'll get the worst, and when you expect the best, you'll get the 
best.  So, get rid of your attachment to any outcome and simply stay focused on the 
needs of the other person.   
 
Your true intention will always surface and if you are coming from a place of service, 
your conversations will always end on a positive note. 
 
Remember, people have the answers; all you need are the right questions!   
 
Demonstrate through your questions how the "Business can Give Them the Feelings 
They Want and They'll Want Your Business". 
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Introducing Your Business and Products CD #2 

"How To Be An Effective Product Consultant" 
 
In this very short role play, "How to be an Effective Product Consultant", I'm going to 
demonstrate how you can quickly determine if your products might offer different... or 
even better...benefits for your potential customers, than what they are presently taking or 
using. 
 
The key to making the sale, as you'll see in this role play, is in asking the right questions 
to uncover their buying criteria and discover for yourself what features of your product is 
most relevant. 
 
And, you might just discover that the most unlikely features in your product can make all 
the difference in the world.  
 
Let's join the Dialogue... 
 
Michael: 
So, Charles, what kinds of nutritional supplements do you take? 
 
Charles: 
Well, I take vitamins, antioxidants and a mineral.   
 
Michael: 
How are they working for you? 
 
Charles: 
Very well. 
 
Michael: 
And when you say working well for you, in what sense? 
 
Charles: 
Oh, I noticed I have better resistance to disease. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah. 
 
Charles: 
Yeah, people in the office are sick and coughing, and I seem to breeze though it. 
 
Michael: 
That’s interesting.  So, how long you been doing that? 
 
Charles: 
Three years. 
 
Michael: 
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Three years?  And did you notice a difference immediately? 
 
Charles: 
No, it took about a month. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  Have you ever taken anything else?   
 
Charles: 
Yeah.  Bought stuff at the health food store for years. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  So you sound pretty happy with those. 
 
Charles: 
I really am. 
 
Michael: 
Is there anything you would change about them?  I mean is there anything you don’t 
particularly care for about them? 
 
Charles: 
We have one product that has, embarrassing to say, it has a very strong odor, kind of 
like rotten eggs. 
 
Michael: 
Really?  
 
Charles: 
It is.  It’s a mineral product.  I know that they’re very powerful, but I tell you the smell is a 
turnoff. 
 
Michael: 
Oh.  Now, I’m just going to stop there.  But what did Charles say when I asked about his 
products?  Did he like them? 
 
Participants: 
Yeah. 
 
Michael: 
Did he like them just a little bit or a lot? 
 
Participants: 
A lot.   
 
Michael: 
Okay, one out of ten, ten being best.  About where was he? 
 
Participants: 
Nine.  Nine-and-a-half. 
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Michael: 
Nine-and-a-half, ten.  Round about there.  He really liked his stuff, didn’t he?  Did I 
develop the questions with him about what he liked and how long he’d taken them and 
all that stuff?  I asked him what he didn’t like about it, and all of the sudden, what does 
he say? 
 
Participant: 
He doesn’t like the smell. 
 
Michael: 
Yeah.  Okay, the smell there.  There’s something that went on.  Whether that’s true or 
not, I don’t know.  It might be just for Charles, so it might be something that he’s picked 
up on, but you see how there are two truths, aren’t there?  There are essentially two 
truths.  And if that smell is strong enough, do you think that I might have an interesting 
ability to perhaps see if Charles might be interested in looking at something else if it met 
all the criteria and standards of that the product does that he’s presently taking? 
 
Participants: 
Yeah. 
It depends on how important that is to him. 
 
Michael: 
That’s exactly it, isn’t it?  It depends on how important it is to him.  Now, I’m being very 
careful here.  You understand that, and I appreciate Charles talking about the product, 
but we’re not talking about the product here because we could do this with any of your 
products.  The same thing would come up with any of your products.  It’s that are all of 
your products just one hundred percent great? 
 
Participant: 
No. 
 
Michael: 
No, there’s always - 
 
Participant: 
Nothing’s perfect.  
 
Michael: 
Nothings’ perfect, is there?  And it depends on the level of imperfection that someone 
might or might not change. 
 
As you're building your business, no doubt you will encounter numerous situations where 
your potential customer seems close to 100% satisfied with the products they're using.   
 
Even if they say they are completely happy, never conclude your presentation before 
asking the all important question,  
 
'Is there anything that you don't particularly care about or would change about what 
you're currently taking if you could?'   
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The answers you get might just surprise you and they might just lead to a sale if your 
product can offer something that the competition doesn't.    
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If you enjoyed "Introducing Your Business and Products", here are 

some other "Natural Selling" programs you'll like… 

 

Michael's best selling book,  

"How To Sell Network Marketing Without Fear, Anxiety Or Losing Your Friends!" 

http://www.naturalselling.com/book.html 

 

The complete "Natural Selling" Home Study Course 

Book - "How To Sell Network Marketing Without Fear, Anxiety Or Losing Your Friends!" 

2 CD set "12 Ways To Start Effective Conversations Without Fear" 

8 CD set "Best Of Michael Oliver's 6 Day Fast Track Teleclasses" 

http://www.naturalselling.com/hsc.html 

 

 

Don't forget Michael's free e-course "7 Steps To Natural Selling". 

http://www.naturalselling.com/ecourse.html  

 

 

www.NaturalSelling.com 

email: info@NaturalSelling.com 

103-1496 Cartwright St - Box #14321 

Vancouver, BC, V6H 4J6 Canada 

Phone/Fax: 604.608.4828 or 800.758.6989 
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